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August 12, 2022 
 
 
 
British Columbia Utilities Commission 
Suite 410, 900 Howe Street 
Vancouver, BC 
V6Z 2N3 
 
Attention:  Ms. Sara Hardgrave, Acting Commission Secretary 
 
 
Dear Ms. Hardgrave: 
 
Re:  FortisBC Energy Inc. (FEI) and British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority (BC 

Hydro) – Energy Scenarios  

FEI Stage Two Submission  

 
In December 2021, the British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) initiated a process to 
explore energy scenarios to achieve BC’s greenhouse gas (GHG) targets and the resulting 
interdependent long-term implications on British Columbia’s primary Electric and Gas Utilities, 
stating:  
 

BC Hydro and FEI […] have a significant and correlated role in achieving these 
GHG reduction objectives as the electric and gas energy systems in BC display 
many interdependencies, such as in the emerging industries of hydrogen and 
syngas production, carbon capture and storage and liquefied natural gas, to 
name a few. 

 
In its letter dated January 21, 2022, the BCUC requested that BC Hydro and FEI (the Utilities) 
share the data required to file load forecast results based on each other’s scenarios contained 
in their respective resource plans. As part of the filings, each utility would include appropriate 
supporting commentary regarding the supply resource impacts, rate impacts, and associated 
GHG emission impacts that may be associated with each energy scenario.  

In its letter dated March 9, 2022, the BCUC accepted the Utilities’ request to stage the filings 
as follows:  
 

• Stage One to provide the load forecast results for the energy scenarios which was 
submitted by FEI on June 15, 2022; and  

• Stage Two to provide supporting commentary regarding the supply resource impacts, rate 
impacts, and associated GHG emission impacts for the energy scenarios. 
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In its letter dated July 6, 2022, the BCUC requested additional supporting information regarding 

the Stage One results be filed. Specifically: 

• FEI and BC Hydro to clarify the assumptions for the volume of hydrogen 

supply contained within the FEI scenarios in the Long Term Gas Resource 

Plan (LTGRP), and modelled by BC Hydro in its Stage One filing;  

• BC Hydro to confirm the incremental electricity demand in the Stage One 

load forecast scenarios assumed to result from the production of hydrogen 

contained within the FEI scenarios in the LTGRP;  

• BC Hydro to discuss the assumptions used to model the incremental 

electricity demand resulting from customers switching from gas to electricity; 

• FEI and BC Hydro to provide a breakdown of the Stage One load forecast 

scenarios by customer class, in table or Excel format; and 

• FEI and BC Hydro to provide the peak load forecast resulting from the Stage 

One energy load forecasts. 

 
This report represents the findings and conclusions of FEI’s Stage Two filing. 
 
If further information is required, please contact Ken Ross, Manager, Integrated Resource 
Planning and DSM Reporting at (604) 576-7343. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
FORTISBC ENERGY INC. 
 
 
Original signed:  
 

 Diane Roy 
 
Attachments 
 
cc (email only): bchydroregulatorygroup@bchydro.com 
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1. INTRODUCTION 1 

This report represents FEI’s Stage Two submission to the British Columbia Utilities Commission 2 

(BCUC) for the FortisBC Energy Inc. (FEI) and British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority (BC 3 

Hydro) shared energy modelling scenarios.   As discussed in this report, the modelling of the BC 4 

Hydro scenarios with electric demand information and data provided by BC Hydro results in 5 

interesting and important observations related to energy supply resources, customer rates, and 6 

associated greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reductions. This work also identifies important 7 

challenges. FEI’s key conclusions in the Stage Two report include: 8 

• This report presents modelling results for total energy demand across scenarios from the 9 

Stage One report and FEI’s analysis and observations for supply resources, customer 10 

rates, and GHG emissions across the modelled scenarios. 11 

• This exercise has been useful for comparing scenario modelling between the utilities at a 12 

high level and informing where important informational and analytical gaps remain. BC 13 

Hydro’s Reference Case is intended to model electricity demand and so does not consider 14 

energy delivery by other utilities. As such it does not explicitly exclude the potential for 15 

deep decarbonization of gas infrastructure through energy efficiency, transitioning to 16 

renewable and low-carbon gas to displace conventional natural gas for buildings and 17 

industry, and low-carbon gas for displacing higher carbon fuels in transportation.  18 

• For this reason, there is limited consideration within the BC Hydro’s scenarios of the extent 19 

to which renewable and low-carbon gases can play a role in decarbonizing British 20 

Columbia’s (BC) overall energy systems. 21 

• There are limitations to the extent of detailed conclusions that can be drawn from this 22 

common scenario exercise due to the use of very different forecast modelling tools and 23 

processes between the utilities and their respective consultants. FEI supports further 24 

collaboration in this regard. 25 

• A review of Stage One results reported by both BC Hydro and FEI suggests that the 26 

modelling inputs and assumptions for annual and peak electricity consumption for 27 

buildings in scenarios that include extensive electrification should be examined more 28 

closely. 29 

• While FEI looks forward to reviewing BC Hydro’s Stage Two report, FEI believes that more 30 

work is need to fully understand the implications for energy costs, peak demand resources 31 

and costs, customer rates, and energy affordability for all energy consumers in BC 32 

associated with alternative decarbonization pathways. This is critically important before 33 

irreversible decisions are made by the BCUC, provincial and municipal governments, and 34 

energy consumers to pursue a single decarbonization pathway such as electrification. 35 
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This report is organized as follows:  1 

• In the remainder of this introductory section, FEI provides the regulatory background for 2 

this report and recaps the BC Hydro and FEI Stage One filings, which presented the 3 

annual demand forecast results for the energy scenarios;  4 

• In section two, FEI discusses the implications of the energy scenarios and results for 5 

supply resources (gas supply portfolio planning, system capacity planning and integration 6 

of renewable and low-carbon gas), rate impacts, and GHG emissions; and 7 

• In section three, FEI describes its key observations overall on the energy scenarios. 8 

 REGULATORY BACKGROUND ON PROCESS TO EXPLORE ENERGY 9 

SCENARIOS 10 

In December 2021, the BCUC initiated a process to explore energy scenarios to achieve BC’s 11 

GHG targets and the resulting interdependent long-term implications on British Columbia’s 12 

primary Electric and Gas utilities, stating:  13 

BC Hydro and FEI […] have a significant and correlated role in achieving these 14 

GHG reduction objectives as the electric and gas energy systems in BC display 15 

many interdependencies, such as in the emerging industries of hydrogen and 16 

syngas production, carbon capture and storage and liquefied natural gas, to name 17 

a few. 18 

In its letter dated January 21, 2022, the BCUC requested that BC Hydro and FEI (the Utilities) 19 

share the data required to file load forecast results based on each other’s scenarios contained in 20 

their respective resource plans. As part of the filings, each utility would include appropriate 21 

supporting commentary regarding the supply resource impacts, rate impacts, and associated 22 

GHG emission impacts that may be associated with each energy scenario.  23 

In its letter dated March 9, 2022, the BCUC accepted the Utilities’ request to stage the filings as 24 

follows:  25 

• Stage one to be filed by June 15, 2022 will provide the load forecast results for the energy 26 

scenarios; and  27 

• Stage two to be filed by August 12, 2022 will provide supporting commentary regarding 28 

the supply resource impacts, rate impacts and associated GHG emission impacts for the 29 

energy scenarios. 30 

In its letter dated July 6, 2022, the BCUC requested the filing of additional supporting information 31 

regarding the Stage One results. Specifically: 32 
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• FEI and BC Hydro to clarify the assumptions for the volume of hydrogen supply contained 1 

within the FEI scenarios in the Long Term Gas Resource Plan (LTGRP), and modelled by 2 

BC Hydro in its Stage One filing;  3 

• BC Hydro to confirm the incremental electricity demand in the Stage One load forecast 4 

scenarios assumed to result from the production of hydrogen contained within the FEI 5 

scenarios in the LTGRP;  6 

• BC Hydro to discuss the assumptions used to model the incremental electricity demand 7 

resulting from customers switching from gas to electricity; 8 

• FEI and BC Hydro to provide a breakdown of the Stage One load forecast scenarios by 9 

customer class, in table or Excel format; and 10 

• FEI and BC Hydro to provide the peak load forecast resulting from the Stage One energy 11 

load forecasts. 12 

This Stage Two filing focuses on supply resource impacts, peak demand implications, the 13 

integration of renewable and low-carbon gas, rate impacts, and associated GHG emission 14 

impacts for the select scenarios. While the annual energy demand results presented in the 15 

respective Stage One reports are a consideration for long-term planning, there are many 16 

important considerations. This report provides key observations about the scenario analysis and 17 

the alternative pathways to decarbonizing BC’s energy future modelled through this exercise. In 18 

addition, Appendix D provides a breakdown of FEI Stage One load forecast scenarios by 19 

customer class. 20 

 STAGE ONE RESULTS – RECAP AND OBSERVATIONS 21 

FEI’s Stage One filing defined the FEI and BC Hydro selected scenarios, provided total annual 22 

gas demand by scenario, key observations about the modelling results, and a discussion about 23 

the data exchanged and modelling challenges. FEI engaged energy industry consultants Posterity 24 

Group (Posterity) to support FEI in preparing the load forecast results. This Stage Two report 25 

should be read in conjunction with the Stage One report, included as Appendix A.1 26 

In Section 2, pages 4 and 5, of its Stage One submission, FEI provided annual demand forecast 27 

results for the five scenarios set out below. A third BC Hydro scenario (Low Load Forecast) was 28 

found to closely approximate FEI’s Economic Stagnation Scenario and was therefore not 29 

modelled further. 30 

The BC Hydro scenarios modelled by FEI as part of this exercise are: 31 

 
1  BCUC FortisBC Energy Inc (FEI) – British Columbia BC Hydro and Power Authority (BC Hydro) – Energy Scenarios 

Request – Stage One, online at:  

• DOC_66884_2022-06-15-BCH-Stage1-LoadForecastResults.pdf (bcuc.com)  

• DOC_66883_2022-06-15-FEI-Stage1-ModellingResults.pdf (bcuc.com) 

https://docs.bcuc.com/Documents/Proceedings/2022/DOC_66884_2022-06-15-BCH-Stage1-LoadForecastResults.pdf
https://docs.bcuc.com/Documents/Proceedings/2022/DOC_66883_2022-06-15-FEI-Stage1-ModellingResults.pdf
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• Reference Case 1 

• Accelerated Electrification 2 

The FEI scenarios included in the 2022 LTGRP that were modelled with the above BC Hydro 3 

scenarios are: 4 

• Diversified Energy (Planning) 5 

• Deep Electrification 6 

• Economic Stagnation 7 

Tables 1a and 1b below illustrate the sum of the Total Energy Demand results (both electricity 8 

and gas) for residential, commercial and industrial customers as presented in each of FEI’s and 9 

BC Hydro’s Stage One filings for each of the scenarios for select, common milestone years. Note 10 

that Tables 1a and 1b convey the same information; the values are simply restated in either units 11 

of PJ (Table 1a) or GWh (Table 1b). Further, in Tables 1a and 1b, the electricity demand has 12 

been modelled by BC Hydro and the gas demand has been modelled by FEI. The results for 13 

electricity include ‘existing and committed DSM’2 while the results for gas are ‘post-DSM’3 as 14 

presented in Section 5 of the 2022 LTGRP.  15 

Table 1a:  Total Annual Energy Demand (Electricity and Gas) in 2025, 2030, 2035 and 2040 – 16 

Residential, Commercial and Industrial Customers (PJ)4, 5, 6 17 

  2025 2030 2035 2040 

BC Hydro Reference Case 

BC Hydro (electricity) 225 237 246 255 

FEI (gas) 209 216 220 223 

Total Energy 434 453 466 478 

FEI Diversified Energy (Planning) 

BC Hydro (electricity) 228 259 271 282 

FEI (gas) 193 186 180 176 

Total Energy 421 445 451 458 

FEI Economic Stagnation 

BC Hydro (electricity) 219 224 225 229 

FEI (gas) 202 203 202 204 

Total Energy 421 427 427 433 

FEI Deep Electrification 

 
2  The Navius model used by BC Hydro does not account for future electric Demand-side Management (DSM). 
3  Gas demand includes estimated long-term gas DSM savings. 
4  Annual Electricity Demand converted to equivalent PJ using standard unit conversion of 1 GWh = 0.0036 PJ. 
5  BC Hydro uses an April 1 to March 31 fiscal year, while FEI uses a January 1 to December 31 calendar year. For 

comparison purposes, the starting year of the BC Hydro fiscal year is aligned with the FEI calendar year. For 
example, fiscal 2026 (i.e., April 1, 2025 to March 31, 2026) is considered to be aligned with calendar 2025 (i.e., 
January 1, 2025 to December 31, 2025). 

6  BC Hydro did not provide FEI with the base year electricity data (F2021). 
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  2025 2030 2035 2040 

BC Hydro (electricity) 236 276 292 299 

FEI (gas) 173 146 119 101 

Total Energy 409 422 411 400 

BC Hydro Accelerated Electrification 

BC Hydro (electricity) 237 272 283 297 

FEI (gas) 165 126 100 91 

Total Energy 402 398 383 388 

BC Hydro Low Load Scenario Not modelled 

Table 1b:  Total Annual Energy Demand (Electricity and Gas) in 2025, 2030, 2035 and 2040 – 1 

Residential, Commercial and Industrial Customers (GWh)7 2 

  2025 2030 2035 2040 

BC Hydro Reference Case 

BC Hydro (electricity) 62,624 65,844 68,463 70,825 

FEI (gas) 58,056 60,000 61,111 61,944 

Total Energy 120,680 125,844 129,574 132,769 

FEI Diversified Energy (Planning) 

BC Hydro (electricity) 63,431 71,825 75,202 78,434 

FEI (gas) 53,611 51,667 50,000 48,889 

Total Energy 117,042 123,492 125,202 127,323 

FEI Economic Stagnation 

BC Hydro (electricity) 60,936 62,105 62,538 63,625 

FEI (gas) 56,111 56,389 56,111 56,667 

Total Energy 117,047 118,494 118,649 120,292 

FEI Deep Electrification 

BC Hydro (electricity) 65,661 76,703 81,028 83,026 

FEI (gas) 48,056 40,556 33,056 28,056 

Total Energy 113,717 117,259 114,084 111,082 

BC Hydro Accelerated Electrification 

BC Hydro (electricity) 65,816 75,543 78,481 82,529 

FEI (gas) 45,833 35,000 27,778 25,278 

Total Energy 111,649 110,543 106,259 107,807 

BC Hydro Low Load Scenario Not modelled 

Observations8 from these results include: 3 

• Annual demand for electricity is higher in each of BC Hydro’s Accelerated Electrification, 4 

FEI’s Deep Electrification and FEI’s Diversified (Planning) scenarios than it is in BC 5 

 
7  Annual Gas Demand converted to GWh using standard unit conversion of 1 PJ = 277.778 GWh. 
8  Where observations for gas use trends in each scenario cite a base year of 2019 or 2020, the base year gas data 

is based on demand data contained the 2022 LTGRP. 
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Hydro’s Reference Case. The nature of this demand needs to be better understood in 1 

order to fully examine the implications of each scenario for peak electricity demand and 2 

associated costs throughout the 20-year planning period. For example, electricity demand 3 

in the two electrification scenarios includes market segments, such as upstream oil and 4 

gas, that are not currently served by FEI. 5 

• Gas demand in 2040 in BC Hydro’s Accelerated Electrification Scenario is 132 PJ lower 6 

than in BC Hydro’s reference case, while electricity demand is higher by only 42 PJ. The 7 

details of and the difference in electrification assumptions between these scenarios needs 8 

to be better understood in order to assess the reasonableness of efficiency gains that may 9 

cause this result. The assumptions and implications for electricity peak demand will 10 

likewise need to be fully understood. 11 

• Gas demand in BC Hydro’s Accelerated Electrification Scenario declines at a faster rate 12 

than in FEI’s Deep Electrification Scenario, while electricity demand grows at a similar rate 13 

between the two scenarios. These scenarios have the lowest total annual energy demand 14 

and the highest annual electricity demand throughout the forecast period. In the case of 15 

FEI’s Deep Electrification Scenario, the underlying assumption is that 100 percent of 16 

residential and commercial demand and 20 percent of industrial demand switch from gas 17 

to electricity by 2050. FEI understands that the BC Hydro Accelerated Electrification 18 

Scenario assumes that the Province’s carbon reduction targets are met primarily through 19 

electrification.9 20 

Appendix B further describes key modelling inputs and outputs for the two BC Hydro scenarios to 21 

aid the reader in understanding the Total Energy Demand results (both electricity and gas) for 22 

residential, commercial and industrial customers presented in Tables 1a and 1b.  23 

2. IMPLICATIONS FOR SUPPLY RESOURCES, RATES AND GHG 24 

EMISSIONS 25 

This section provides additional details of the scenario modelling and presents a discussion of 26 

the implications for energy supply resources (including conventional, renewable and low-carbon 27 

gas supplies and peak demand system design considerations), rate impacts and GHG emission 28 

reductions. This discussion is set within the context of FEI’s 2022 LTGRP. 29 

 GAS SUPPLY PORTFOLIO PLANNING 30 

The natural gas supply portfolio planning considerations for the BC Hydro scenarios do not 31 

change materially from those that were presented in Section 6 of the 2022 LTGRP for FEI’s range 32 

of scenarios. As such, this section of the report focuses on observations and implications for 33 

 
9  In contrast, FEI’s Diversified Energy (Planning) Scenario assumes 25 percent of residential and commercial demand 

and 10 percent of industrial demand switches from gas to electricity by 2050. In addition, forecast gas DSM activities 
throughout the planning horizon represent a 34 PJ reduction in annual gas demand from 2020 to 2042 in the 
residential, commercial and industrial sectors. 
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integrating renewable and low-carbon gas supplies and anticipated annual gas supply resources 1 

specific to the two BC Hydro scenarios. 2 

2.1.1 Portfolio Integration of Renewable and Low-Carbon Gas Supply 3 

As part of its Clean Growth Pathway, which is reflected in FEI’s Diversified Energy (Planning) 4 

Scenario, FEI has targeted its long-term acquisition of renewable and low-carbon gas supply to 5 

meet BC provincial targets for carbon emission reductions in 2030, 2040 and 2050. The 6 

Diversified Energy (Planning) Scenario also assumes some electrification. FEI did not constrain 7 

the modelling for its other scenarios (including its Deep Electrification Scenario) by the 8 

requirement to meet these targets. Conversely, it is FEI’s understanding that BC Hydro’s 9 

modelling of FEI’s Deep Electrification Scenario, and BC Hydro’s own Accelerated Electrification 10 

Scenario, were constrained by a minimum renewable and low-carbon gas requirement, while their 11 

Reference Case was not.  12 

Figure 1 and Table 2 below show the resulting forecast increase in supplies of renewable and 13 

low-carbon gas for each of the five scenarios over the planning horizon as modelled by FEI. The 14 

expected result of limiting only the Deep and Accelerated Electrification scenarios to achieving 15 

the emission reduction targets is a narrow, electricity-centric view of resources required to meet 16 

the targets, without consideration for other alternatives such as those that make up FEI’s Clean 17 

Growth Pathway. While the BC Hydro Accelerated Electrification scenario does include growth in 18 

renewable gas supplies late in the period in order to meet emission targets and/or renewable gas 19 

content policies, FEI questions the reasonableness of assuming the resulting increase in system 20 

costs could be born by the small number of remaining customers on the gas system at that time. 21 

Figure 1:  Forecast of Renewable and Low-Carbon Gas Supply 22 

 23 
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Table 2:  Forecast of Renewable and Low-Carbon Gas Supply (PJ/Year) 1 

 2025 2030 2035 2040 2042 

FEI Diversified Energy (Planning) 22.7 60.2 79.6 99.0 106.7 

BC Hydro Accelerated Electrification 13.9 24.5 20.9 50.9 60.4 

FEI Economic Stagnation 9.0 11.5 12.1 12.7 12.9 

FEI Deep Electrification 6.5 7.6 8.0 8.1 7.2 

BC Hydro Reference Case 0.7 1.8 2.4 2.8 3.0 

Some key observations from Figure 1 and Table 2 are as follows: 2 

• The shape of the line in this graph for renewable and low-carbon gas supply in the BC 3 

Hydro Accelerated Electrification Scenario is a result of the renewable natural gas supply 4 

assumption data for this scenario provided by BC Hydro and Navius.  5 

• While BC Hydro’s Accelerated Electrification Scenario assumes that electrification is the 6 

primary means of carbon reduction, it also includes a substantial increase in renewable 7 

and low-carbon gas use, primarily renewable natural gas (RNG), for the industrial sector. 8 

The practical and cost implications of assuming substantial increases in deliveries of low-9 

carbon and renewable gases in a primarily electrification scenario where overall gas 10 

demand declines significantly need to be carefully considered. For example: how would 11 

RNG be delivered with significantly scaled back volumes in the system? What would be 12 

the mechanism to recover both fixed asset costs of the then underutilized gas system and 13 

the fuel costs of RNG? 14 

• In contrast to BC Hydro’s Reference Case and Accelerated Electrification scenarios, FEI’s 15 

Diversified Energy (Planning) Scenario includes the growing acquisition of renewable and 16 

low-carbon gas supply as a vital part of FEI’s base annual gas supply stack, since the 17 

Greenhouse Gas Reduction Standard (GHGRS) places an obligation on FEI to reduce 18 

GHG emissions on behalf of its customers. 19 

In its communication on July 6, 2022, the BCUC requested that FEI and BC Hydro clarify the 20 

assumptions for the volume of hydrogen supply contained within the FEI scenarios in the LTGRP, 21 

and modelled by BC Hydro in its Stage One filing. FEI did not present a specific forecast of each 22 

component of its forecast renewable and low-carbon gas supply within the total amounts of this 23 

supply as it considers these individual types of gases to be subject to a greater range of 24 

uncertainty than the overall supply of renewable and low-carbon gases. However, as a modelling 25 

exercise, FEI has examined potential trajectories for growth in the amount of hydrogen in each of 26 

its scenarios. Figure 2 and Table 3 below display linear hydrogen growth trajectories starting in 27 

2023 for each of the five scenarios modelled by FEI over the planning horizon.  28 

FEI acknowledges that actual growth in hydrogen supply is unlikely to be linear as depicted in 29 

Figure 2 and rather is expected to come on to the system later in the planning horizon than 30 

illustrated for the Diversified Energy (Planning) Scenario in Figure 2 and Table 3 below. The linear 31 

trajectories were modelled as a simplifying assumption for the LTGRP. FEI has since performed 32 
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a sensitivity analysis assuming more hydrogen later in the planning period and higher RNG supply 1 

growth in the early years. This sensitivity analysis showed that there would be no material 2 

difference in GHG emissions. 3 

Figure 2:  Forecast of Hydrogen Supply by Scenario 4 

 5 
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In FEI’s scenarios, the amount of renewable and low-carbon gas supply displacing conventional 1 

natural gas for individual customers does not change the total energy demand that FEI’s 2 

infrastructure provides to customers. Additional discussion of the renewable and low-carbon gas 3 

supply integration is provided in Section 2.2.2, along with a discussion of the implications for FEI’s 4 

infrastructure needs. 5 

2.1.2 Implications of BC Hydro Scenarios for FEI Annual Gas Supply 6 

Resources 7 

Since the implications for gas supply resources under the FEI scenarios are discussed in the 2022 8 

LTGRP, this section discusses the implications under the two BC Hydro scenarios.  FEI would 9 

expect to continue to acquire and contract for conventional natural gas commodity volumes in 10 

both of BC Hydro’s energy scenarios over the planning horizon, after accounting for the forecast 11 

in supplies of renewable and low-carbon gas supply.  12 

2.1.2.1 BC Hydro Reference Case 13 

For the BC Hydro Reference Case, FEI anticipates acquiring nearly the same level of 14 

conventional natural gas commodity volumes each year until 2042 for its Core customers.10  For 15 

example, the annual natural gas supply required for Core customers in 2020 is 142 PJ/year,11 and 16 

FEI forecasts to require slightly more in 2042 at an amount of 147 PJ/year.  This demonstrates 17 

that in the BC Hydro Reference Case Scenario, FEI would require a slight increase of annual 18 

baseload conventional natural gas supply. 19 

2.1.2.2 BC Hydro Accelerated Electrification 20 

In the BC Hydro Accelerated Electrification Scenario, overall demand for Core customers is much 21 

less than in the Reference Case, and therefore FEI expects that the amount of annual 22 

conventional natural gas commodity volumes would decrease to near 27 PJ/year in 2042.  23 

Reducing conventional natural gas supply is not expected to create a major risk to FEI’s ability to 24 

contract for sufficient supply resources due to the contracting flexibility of FEI’s portfolio, such as 25 

through contracting for gas commodity purchases primarily on a one-year term basis.  However, 26 

FEI’s purchasing power for service from these resources could be eroded if significant de-27 

contracting by FEI were required. Further, if significant de-contracting across the region occurred, 28 

this could have broader implications for the reliability and resiliency of the overall energy system 29 

in the Pacific Northwest as services could be pared back. 30 

Note that as the renewable and low-carbon gas supply in the BC Hydro Accelerated Electrification 31 

scenario is forecast to increase to 25 PJ/year in 2042, it is important for consideration to be given 32 

to whether this supply is expected to be on-system or off-system.  To the extent that renewable 33 

and low-carbon gas supply is acquired outside of BC, it will be delivered to FEI by displacement 34 

 
10  Although the Woodfibre LNG project was included in FEI’s 2022 LTGRP as a Rate Schedule 46 customer, they 

would receive service under RS 50 and procure their own natural gas supply, and therefore FEI did not include their 
demand in this section’s analysis. 

11  In Section 2.1.2 the data presented considers only Rate Schedules 1 to 7 and 46. 
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of conventional natural gas purchases, and therefore, FEI will still require the equivalent level 1 

(compared to only conventional supply) of third-party pipeline capacity contracts, as well as 2 

infrastructure, the latter of which will be discussed in the following subsection. 3 

 SYSTEM CAPACITY PLANNING 4 

2.2.1 Regional Transmission System Capacity Plans 5 

For capacity planning purposes, FEI is split into three major transmission systems and several 6 

smaller transmission laterals. The main transmission systems are the Vancouver Island 7 

Transmission System (VITS), the Coastal Transmission System (CTS), and the Interior 8 

Transmission System (ITS).  For each system, FEI discusses below:  9 

1. How the two BC Hydro forecast scenarios compare to the three FEI forecast scenarios 10 

when under peak demand;  11 

2. The need (if any) for system expansion alternatives to provide capacity to meet the 12 

forecasts; 13 

3. The types of system expansion alternatives that might be required; and 14 

4. The differences in impact of renewable gases and hydrogen on the system. 15 

Section 7 of FEI’s 2022 LTGRP contains information on the existing infrastructure of each major 16 

system, the demand and capacity balance for each of FEI’s end-use peak demand forecast 17 

scenarios, the currently proposed system expansion alternatives for each system, and additional 18 

discussion on the impact of renewable gases and hydrogen. 19 

In preparing the BC Hydro forecasts, Posterity did not have sufficient time to create the detailed 20 

regional peak use per customer (UPCpeak) information that FEI uses to build the regional 21 

transmission systems’ peak demand forecast.12  As a result, FEI made some adjustments using 22 

the Posterity Regional Peak demand versus FEI regional transmission end-use scenarios used 23 

in the 2022 LTGRP to apportion, in a similar fashion, the peak demand in the BC Hydro scenarios 24 

to the appropriate regional transmission system.  This was necessary to ensure that the BC Hydro 25 

scenario impacts on a system like the ITS, for example, did not include peak demand for other 26 

communities in the BC Interior that are not served by the ITS (i.e., communities that would be 27 

served from other separate transmission laterals).  The adjustments also accounted collectively 28 

for the line pack13 effects FEI would traditionally apply using its established processes.  These 29 

adjustments provided a basis for a reasonable comparison of the forecasts for each system, given 30 

that more detailed UPCpeak estimates for the communities and various rate schedules served by 31 

the systems could not be produced from the data in the time available. 32 

 
12  FEI’s established forecasting methods are described in Sections 7.2.3.1 and 7.2.3.2 of the LTGRP.   
13  Line pack refers to the amount gas stored in the transmission pipelines themselves. 
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Figures 3, 4, 5 below illustrate the peak demand of the five select scenarios for each of FEI’s 1 

transmission systems. Each figure provides a comparison of the three FEI forecast scenarios 2 

(include Demand-side Management (DSM)) from Section 7 of the 2022 LTGRP, FEI’s Traditional 3 

Peak forecast, and the two select BC Hydro forecast scenarios derived from the regional 4 

breakdown and peak demand prepared by Posterity from the BC Hydro data. The peak demand 5 

impacts on each of the transmission systems is described in Table 4 below. The integration of 6 

renewable and low-carbon gas supply is described in Section 2.2.2 and summarized in Table 5. 7 

Figure 3:  Forecast of VITS Peak Gas Demand 8 
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Figure 4:  Forecast of CTS Peak Gas Demand 1 

 2 

Figure 5:  Forecast of ITS Peak Gas Demand 3 
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Table 4:  Overview of Peak Demand Considerations for Select Scenarios 1 

Peak Demand 
Considerations 
for Select 
Scenarios 

Regional Transmission and Distribution Line Considerations 

VITS CTS ITS 

Comparison of 
BC Hydro to FEI 
scenarios  

• BC Hydro Reference Case 
aligns with FEI Economic 
Stagnation 

• BC Hydro Accelerated 
Electrification has slightly 
greater peak demand than 
FEI Deep Electrification 

• Two BC Hydro forecasts 
fall in the mid to low range 
compared to the FEI end-
use forecast.  With the FEI 
Deep Electrification being 
the lowest forecast 

• BC Hydro Reference Case 
falls just below FEI Economic 
Stagnation 

• BC Hydro Accelerated 
Electrification has slightly 
lower peak demand than FEI 
Deep Electrification 

• Two BC Hydro forecasts fall 
in the mid to low range 
compared to the FEI end-use 
forecast with the BC Hydro 
Accelerated Electrification 
being the lowest forecast 

• BC Hydro Reference 
Case falls just below FEI 
Economic Stagnation 

• BC Hydro Accelerated 
Electrification has slightly 
lower peak demand than 
FEI Deep Electrification 

• Two BC Hydro forecasts 
fall in the mid to low 
range compared to the 
FEI end-use forecast with 
the BC Hydro Accelerated 
Electrification being the 
lowest forecast 

Needs for System 
Expansion 
Alternatives 

• Forecasts all fall within the 
existing capacity of the 
VITS system to meet peak 
demand throughout the 
forecast period  

• The impact of the 
Woodfibre Liquified Natural 
Gas (LNG) facility not 
represented as that facility 
will be supported with the 
Eagle Mountain to 
Woodfibre Gas Pipeline 
(EGP) Project  

• Forecasts all fall within the 
existing capacity of the CTS 
system to meet peak 
demand throughout the 
forecast period  

• The impact of the Woodfibre 
LNG or proposed expansions 
to Tilbury LNG facilities not 
represented (Refer to 
Section 7.3.2.4 of the 2022 
LTGRP) 

• Forecasts all fall within 
the future ITS capacity to 
meet peak demand 
throughout the forecast 
period, upon approval of, 
and completion of, the 
Okanagan Capacity 
Upgrade (OCU) Project 

Types of System 
Expansion 
Alternatives 

• Capacity upgrades to 
support peak demand 
forecasts would not be 
required over the forecast 
period 

• Capacity upgrades to support 
peak demand forecasts 
would not be required over 
the forecast period 

• Approval and completion 
of the OCU Project is 
required 

Impact of 
Renewable and 
Low-carbon 
gases 

Refer to the discussion in Section 2.2.2 and Table 5. 

2.2.2 Integration of Renewable and Low-Carbon Gas Supply 2 

In Section 7.4 of FEI’s 2022 LTGRP, FEI discusses the integration of renewable and low-carbon 3 

gas.  Please refer to that section of the 2022 LTGRP for more extensive detail than is reproduced 4 

here.  In that discussion FEI elaborated on the challenges and opportunities of the expansion of 5 

the supply and delivery of renewable and low-carbon gases including the timing and availability 6 

of the resources, the on system and off system development of the resources and delivery modes.  7 
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In Section 7.4.1 of the 2022 LTGRP, using FEI’s Diversified Energy (Planning) Scenario, FEI 1 

discussed regional considerations that might accompany that future energy forecast related to 2 

each of the major transmission systems, with an overview summarized in Table 7-2 (reproduced 3 

as Table 5 below).   4 

As discussed in Section 7.4.1, as it is still early in the development of the production and delivery 5 

of hydrogen along with other renewable gases, FEI does not yet have sufficient definition to 6 

provide projections on their specific impact to the capacity of the system.  The same lack of 7 

definition exists in all the FEI and BC Hydro energy scenarios.  However, FEI in this section 8 

discusses at a higher level how these scenarios compare against what FEI included in sections 9 

7.4.1.2 to 7.1.1.4 of the 2022 LTGRP, with respect to the FEI Diversified Energy (Planning) 10 

Scenario for each of the major transmission systems.  Additionally, as mentioned in Section 7.4.1 11 

of the 2022 LTGRP, in the early years of the planning horizon FEI’s supply will predominantly be 12 

acquired and used outside of FEI’s service territory.  As a result, during this early part of the 13 

planning horizon, the system capacity impacts will remain largely unchanged from what FEI would 14 

have otherwise anticipated without renewable gases, as the transmission and distribution systems 15 

continue to predominantly move conventional natural gas. By 2030, and through the end of the 16 

planning horizon, on-system delivery of renewable gases supplied within FEI systems or by 17 

upstream pipeline systems will expand.  FEI expects that a shift from off-system to on-system 18 

early in the forecast will have system capacity implications that will increase over time. As a result, 19 

this discussion focuses on a comparison at the end of the forecast period 2042 when the shift to 20 

on-system production/delivery will be more fully developed. 21 

2.2.2.1 FEI Diversified Energy (Planning) Scenario Gas Forecast 22 

FEI’s Diversified Energy (Planning) Scenario is the most fully developed representation of 23 

renewable and low-carbon gases of all the forecasts presented.  By 2042, in this scenario, FEI 24 

has modelled 53 PJ of hydrogen.  Of the forecasts presented, the Diversified Energy (Planning) 25 

Scenario represents the highest delivery of hydrogen by far of the forecasts, with the BC Hydro 26 

Accelerated Electrification Scenario coming in a distant second delivering just under 3.5 PJ per 27 

year.   28 

As mentioned previously, the impacts for FEI’s major transmission systems are summarized in 29 

Table 7-2 of the 2022 LTGRP, which is reproduced as Table 5 below. 30 
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Table 5:  Overview of Considerations for Integrating Renewable and Low-Carbon Gas in FEI 1 

Systems 2 

Fuel Type / Other 
Considerations 

Regional Transmission and Distribution Line Considerations 

VITS CTS ITS 

RNG (on-system) • Supply potential  

• No detrimental impact on 
transmission system 
capacity 

• Reliable supply from local 
on-system hubs will reduce 
upstream supply 
requirements and improve 
available capacity 

• Supply potential 

• No detrimental impact on 
transmission system capacity 

• Reliable supply from local 
on-system hubs will reduce 
upstream supply 
requirements and improve 
available capacity 

• Supply potential 

• No detrimental impact on 
transmission system 
capacity 

• Reliable supply from local 
on-system hubs will 
reduce upstream supply 
requirements and 
improve available 
capacity 

Hydrogen  • Supply potential from blue 
or turquoise production 
potential may require 
system upgrades 

• Green hydrogen hub will 
reduce upstream supply 
requirements and improve 
available capacity, but 
reduce available capacity 
downstream 

• By 2030, hydrogen 
production anticipated with 
hydrogen and RNG in similar 
proportions. 

• By 2042, hydrogen supplied 
from upstream of Huntington 
Control Station and 
comprises a much larger 
portion of the fuel mix 

• With upstream supply, 
hydrogen separation facility 
at Huntingdon anticipated 

• Dedicated hydrogen 
“backbone” pipeline likely 

• Supply potential from blue 
or turquoise production 
potential may require 
system upgrades 

• Green hydrogen hubs will 
reduce upstream supply 
requirements and 
improve available 
capacity, but reduce 
available capacity 
downstream 

Syngas and 
Lignin 

• Supply potential • No supply potential currently 
identified 

• Supply potential 
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Fuel Type / Other 
Considerations 

Regional Transmission and Distribution Line Considerations 

VITS CTS ITS 

LNG and 
Industrial Project 
Impacts 

• Woodfibre LNG project 
may preclude hydrogen 
blending upstream (at 
Eagle Mountain) 

• Management of hydrogen 
at FEI’s Mount Hayes LNG 
facility would be required 

• Flow of hydrogen likely to be 
separated from transmission 
system at Huntingdon control 
station due to large scale 
LNG production at Tilbury 
and Woodfibre LNG project 

• Management of hydrogen 
at any future LNG 
facilities would be 
required 

System Upgrade 
Requirements  

• Scope and location of 
system upgrades not yet 
feasible to determine as 
supply volumes and 
locations are currently in 
early stages of 
development  

• Local supply hubs and small 
dedicated systems eventually 
connected to upstream by 
dedicated hydrogen 
“backbone” 

• Scope and location of system 
upgrades not yet feasible to 
determine as supply volumes 
and locations are currently in 
early stages of development 

• Renewable and low-
carbon projects could 
offset the need for 
upgrades 

• Regional Gas Supply 
Diversity (RGSD) project 
under development could 
provide significant 
support for delivery of 
hydrogen and other 
renewable gas 

• Scope and location of 
system upgrades not yet 
feasible to determine as 
supply volumes and 
locations are currently in 
early stages of 
development 

 1 

Refer also to Sections 7.4.1.1 through 7.4.1.4 of the 2022 LTGRP for a more thorough discussion. 2 

2.2.2.2 BC Hydro Accelerated Electrification Scenario Gas Forecast 3 

Compared to the FEI Diversified Energy (Planning) Scenario, BC Hydro’s Accelerated 4 

Electrification Scenario anticipates integrating only a fraction of the hydrogen projected by FEI, 5 

delivering a total of 3.5 PJ by 2042.  Integrating this quantity of hydrogen within FEI’s system 6 

would not likely require system-wide blending of hydrogen in any of the transmission systems and 7 

might be completely addressed by small local hubs near points of future hydrogen production 8 

distributed across the FEI service territory.  The forecast would likely not require a dedicated 9 

hydrogen “backbone” as FEI is envisaging for the CTS, or major blending in the proposed RGSD 10 

pipeline to deliver hydrogen in quantity to the Lower Mainland from the Interior. 11 

Considering the amount of RNG, syngas and lignin, and carbon capture, utilization and storage 12 

(CCUS) forecast by FEI, the integration of those fuel alternatives and the impact on the major 13 

transmission systems would be comparable to that described in Table 7-2 and FEI’s 2022 LTGRP 14 

discussion of the Diversified Energy (Planning) Scenario. 15 
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2.2.2.3  BC Hydro Reference Case Gas Forecast 1 

In 2042, the BC Hydro Reference Case Scenario includes approximately 2.9 PJ of hydrogen, just 2 

less than the amount projected in the Accelerated Electrification Scenario.  Therefore, the 3 

description of integrating hydrogen would be similar to that outlined above for the BC Hydro 4 

Accelerated Electrification Scenario forecast.  The integration could be accommodated mostly 5 

through local hub production and delivery, without appreciable blending in FEI transmission 6 

systems. 7 

The BC Hydro Reference Case forecast projects no quantities of RNG or other renewable or low-8 

carbon gases.  Other than the small quantities of hydrogen identified by 2042, the forecast is 9 

largely projecting conventional natural gas delivery to support annual and peak demand.  As the 10 

peak forecast for each major transmission system falls below, but closer to FEI’s traditional peak 11 

demand forecast, FEI anticipates that the forecast of BC Hydro’s Reference Case Scenario could 12 

be met with no system upgrades to the existing major transmission system, except for the OCU 13 

Project identified to support current peak demand in the ITS. 14 

2.2.3 Peak Demand Implications for the Electric System 15 

Electrifying buildings in BC will mean adding heat sensitive, or low load factor, demand to BC’s 16 

electricity grid. In the extreme, if a primarily electrification pathway is pursued as BC’s 17 

decarbonization pathway, this means that BC’s electricity grid will need to accommodate the 18 

addition of high peak demand for approximately one million more customers than it currently 19 

serves for such load. The practical implications of maintaining a reliable and resilient energy 20 

system through such an undertaking needs to be examined carefully, using detailed utility data 21 

and knowledge of the respective energy systems and considering generation, transmission, 22 

distribution, and beyond the meter (i.e. customer) impacts. FortisBC (FEI and FortisBC Inc.) are 23 

continuing to examine the implications of electrifying space and water heating in areas of the 24 

province, such as Kelowna, where FortisBC serves both electricity and gas. Preliminary findings 25 

indicate that capacity constraints on the electric system would be reached quickly, triggering the 26 

need for new resources and costly upgrades to the transmission and distribution grids. This work 27 

has yet to assess the impacts and costs to home and business owners for upgrading electrical 28 

systems in buildings to accommodate the increased electricity requirements. A number of studies 29 

that examine this challenge, discussed in Section 3.7 and included in Appendix A-9 of the 2022 30 

LTGRP identify the high costs for upgrading the electricity generation and delivery system in BC 31 

as a key constraint to electrification. 32 

 RATE IMPACT ANALYSIS 33 

To provide context for FEI’s long-term volume forecasts, Figures 6 through 9 provide a 20-year 34 

directional view of the potential impact on customer rates under BC Hydro’s Reference Case and 35 

Accelerated Electrification and FEI’s Diversified Energy (Planning), Deep Electrification, and 36 

Economic Stagnation scenarios for Residential (RS 1), Small Commercial (RS 2), Large 37 

Commercial (RS 3), and Industrial General Firm Service (RS 5) customers, respectively. The 38 
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figures below do not consider future rate design changes, nor do they represent a detailed rate 1 

forecast; rather, they provide a directional, 20-year view of how FEI’s rates are influenced by 2 

these scenarios over time.  Furthermore, this rate impact analysis only considers gas rates in the 3 

different scenarios evaluated. However, BC energy consumers are both gas and electricity 4 

ratepayers; therefore the combined rate and bill impact is a more appropriate scope for 5 

understanding the impacts of different planning scenarios.  6 

This rate impact analysis compares the changes in rates over the planning horizon to the current 7 

2022 approved rates using the following assumptions: 8 

• The 20-year annual demand for each scenario includes DSM and low-carbon 9 

transportation; 10 

• The long-term DSM expenditures used in this analysis are drawn from the DSM setting 11 

applied for each scenario discussed in Table 5-1 of the 2022 LTGRP and Table C-1 in 12 

Appendix C; 13 

• Commodity costs are based on a mix of supply of conventional natural gas and renewable 14 

gas, and midstream (i.e., storage and transport charges) costs assumed an escalation of 15 

inflation; 16 

• Carbon tax under BC Hydro’s Reference Case is $50/tCO2e14 carbon tax (nominal) by 17 

2022, with revenue recycled to reduce labour taxes, provided as a lump sum to 18 

households, and used to subsidize low-GHG industry.  In the BC Hydro Accelerated 19 

Electrification scenario, the carbon tax is aligned with provincial GHG targets: 52 Mt CO2e 20 

in 2025, 37 Mt CO2e in 2030, and 25 Mt CO2e in 2040.  FEI’s Diversified Energy (Planning) 21 

and Deep Electrification scenarios assume annual escalation of a carbon tax until it 22 

reaches $170 per tonne in 2030 and then holding constant until 2042. For FEI’s Economic 23 

Stagnation Scenario, the carbon tax is assumed to be eliminated.  For all scenarios, the 24 

bill impact analysis includes the avoided carbon tax resulting from the mix of renewable 25 

and low-carbon gas in the commodity costs.  For example, assuming the gas supply 26 

includes a 5 percent mix of renewable and low-carbon gas in 2023, then the carbon tax is 27 

applied to the 95 percent of conventional natural gas only, with no carbon tax on the 28 

remaining 5 percent; 29 

• This analysis uses FEI’s 2022 approved delivery margin as the baseline cost of service 30 

plus annual escalation by inflation as well as the incremental cost of service for the capital 31 

expenditures on FEI’s major transmission systems (VITS, CTS, and ITS) related to 32 

capacity upgrades, integrity, and resiliency depending on the peak demand forecast in 33 

each scenario; 34 

 
14  Tonnes of CO2 equivalent. 
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• The incremental cost of service (including any offsetting revenue) related to FEI’s major 1 

capital projects recently filed (or expected to be filed) or approved by BCUC, including:  2 

o Inland Gas Upgrades (IGU) CPCN; 3 

o Pattullo Gas Line Replacement (PGR) CPCN; 4 

o Tilbury LNG Storage Expansion (TLSE) CPCN; 5 

o Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) CPCN; 6 

o CTS and ITS Transmission Integrity Management (TIMC) CPCNs; 7 

o OIC Tilbury Phase 1B; and 8 

o EGP Project. 9 

• The rate impacts are based on the average use per customer (UPC) between 2022 and 10 

2042 under the Diversified Energy (Planning) Scenario: 11 

o Residential (RS 1): 60 GJ per year 12 

o Small Commercial (RS 2): 293 GJ per year 13 

o Large Commercial (RS 3): 3,253 GJ per year 14 

o Industrial General Firm Service (RS 5): 18,542 GJ per year 15 

Figure 6:  Cumulative Rate Impact (2022 – 2042) – Residential RS 1 16 

 17 
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Figure 7:  Cumulative Rate Impact (2022 – 2042) – Small Commercial RS 2 1 

 2 

Figure 8:  Cumulative Rate Impact (2022 – 2042) – Large Commercial RS 3 3 

 4 
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Figure 9:  Cumulative Rate Impact (2022 – 2042) – General Firm Service RS 5 1 

 2 

Table 6 summarizes the cumulative rate impact projections and the equivalent annual rate impact 3 

over the planning horizon for each scenario. 4 

Table 6:  Summary and Comparison of Average Projected Delivery Rate Changes – BC Hydro 5 

Scenarios 6 

 Rate Change (2022 – 2042) 

 Average UPC 

(2022 – 2042) 

BC Hydro Reference 
Case 

BC Hydro Accelerated 
Electrification 

 Cumulative Annual Cumulative Annual 

Residential (RS 1) 60 61% 2.4% 305% 7.2% 

Small Commercial (RS 2) 293 38% 1.6% 747% 11.3% 

Large commercial (RS 3) 3,253 36% 1.5% 731% 11.2% 

General Firm Service (RS 5) 18,542 27% 1.2% 283% 6.9% 

Table 7:  Summary and Comparison of Average Projected Delivery Rate Changes – FEI Scenarios 7 

 Rate Change (2022 – 2042) 

 
Average 

UPC 

(2022 – 
2042) 

FEI Diversified 
Energy (Planning) 

FEI Deep 
Electrification 

FEI Economic 
Stagnation 

 Cumulative Annual Cumulative Annual Cumulative Annual 

Residential (RS 1) 60 118% 4.0% 235% 6.2% 20% 0.7% 

Small Commercial (RS 2) 293 102% 3.6% 207% 5.8% 1% -0.1% 

Large commercial (RS 3) 3,253 107% 3.7% 206% 5.7% -3% -0.3% 

General Firm Service (RS 5) 18,542 114% 3.9% 150% 4.7% 10% 0.3% 
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The cumulative rate impacts shown in the figures above are made up of individual impacts in all 1 

components of FEI’s rates, including delivery, cost of gas, storage & transport, and carbon tax. 2 

The large gap in rate impacts between the BC Hydro Accelerated Electrification and the FEI Deep 3 

Electrification scenarios for commercial rate classes appears to be a result of BC Hydro policy 4 

assumptions and the gas volume assumptions being much lower in the BC Hydro versus the FEI 5 

respective scenario. 6 

 GHG EMISSIONS AND EMISSIONS REDUCTIONS UNDER THE SCENARIOS 7 

FEI’s Diversified Energy (Planning) and BC Hydro’s Accelerated Electrification scenarios are 8 

projected to meet the emissions reductions required by the GHGRS cap on natural gas utility 9 

emissions in the CleanBC Roadmap for the building and industrial sectors. Although FEI does not 10 

expect BC Hydro to model the Low-Carbon Transportation (LCT) and Global LNG demand 11 

category, for completeness, FEI considered these demand categories in its GHG emission 12 

reductions analysis. 13 

2.4.1 Residential, Commercial and Industrial Emissions and Emissions 14 

Reductions 15 

GHG emissions from residential, commercial and industrial customers will be subject to the 16 

GHGRS cap on emissions from buildings and industry. The Province’s Clean BC Roadmap states 17 

that the GHGRS emissions cap on gas utilities will be approximately 6 Mt CO2e in 2030. 18 

Accounting for the fact that FEI is not the only gas utility in BC, the portion of the cap that applies 19 

to FEI is estimated to be 5.7 Mt CO2e.  20 

This section presents the emissions and emission reductions for residential, commercial and 21 

industrial customers. Emission reductions for these customers under the various scenarios come 22 

from changes in demand (before DSM and including fuel switching), reductions in demand as a 23 

result of DSM, and the transition to renewable and low-carbon gas supply. 24 

In this section, FEI presents emission reductions using the end-use emission factor in order to 25 

align with the GHGRS. Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 below present emission reductions using life 26 

cycle emission factors. A complete listing and explanation of the emission factors used is 27 

presented in Table 1-2 of the 2022 LTGRP. 28 

FEI modelled GHG emissions for demand and supply for the five scenarios. The results are 29 

presented in Figure 10. FEI’s Diversified Energy (Planning) Scenario does not include the 30 

additional reductions discussed in Section 9.2.1.4 of the 2022 LTGRP, related to other demand-31 

side measures not modelled in the 2021 Conservation Potential Review (CPR) and higher than 32 

modelled CCUS implementation. With these additional reductions, FEI reaches the GHGRS 2030 33 

cap on emissions. Further, FEI’s modelling of GHG emissions reductions for the Diversified 34 

Energy (Planning) Scenario meets the Province’s 2040 target emission reductions of 60 percent 35 
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and is based on the Pathways for British Columbia to Achieve its GHG Reduction Goals15 (the 1 

Pathways report) Diversified Scenario, which also achieves the Province’s 2050 GHG reduction 2 

target of an 80 percent reduction.16 3 

Figure 10:  GHG Emissions (End-Use) for Residential, Commercial and Industrial Customers 4 

 5 

Over the long term, the gas demand from the BC Hydro Accelerated Electrification Scenario has 6 

deeper annual emission reductions than FEI’s Diversified Energy (Planning) Scenario, driven by 7 

a modelled rapid decline in gas demand and the modelled transition to renewable and low-carbon 8 

gas supply. BC Hydro’s Reference Case emissions increase due to gas demand growth 9 

throughout the forecast period, and since very little renewable and low-carbon gas is included in 10 

that scenario. 11 

2.4.2 Low-Carbon Transportation and Global LNG 12 

To provide a comparison of emission reduction results across the five scenarios, Figure 11 below 13 

shows the total life cycle emission reductions that occur as a result of demand from low-carbon 14 

transportation and global LNG customers. The planning environment conditions in BC Hydro’s 15 

scenarios and in FEI’s Deep Electrification and Economic Stagnation scenarios do not encourage 16 

diversified energy solutions as discussed in Section 3.2.2.4 of the 2022 LTGRP. FEI’s 17 

understanding of the BC Hydro Reference Case Scenario is that it has a gas demand growth 18 

 
15  https://www.cdn.fortisbc.com/libraries/docs/default-source/about-us-documents/guidehouse-report.pdf. 
16  The 2040 and 2050 GHG targets are compared to 2007 levels. 
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trajectory throughout the planning horizon with a minor amount of renewable and low-carbon gas 1 

supply. FEI interprets the Accelerated Electrification Scenario to apply electrification as the 2 

primary means of carbon reduction, with an increase in renewable and low-carbon gas use to 3 

achieve specified GHG reductions. These conditions hinder investment in low-carbon 4 

transportation infrastructure, logistics and gas delivered by FEI, and results in minimal carbon 5 

reductions for high energy consuming users that are difficult to decarbonize. 6 

Figure 11: Emissions Impact (Life Cycle) for Serving Low-Carbon Transportation and Global LNG 7 

Demand 8 

 9 

Note that in Figure 11 above the line for emission reductions resulting from FEI’s modelling of BC 10 

Hydro’s Reference Case scenarios is very similar to (and therefore obscured by) the line for BC 11 

Hydro’s Accelerated Electrification Scenario. 12 

2.4.3 Total GHG Emissions  13 

Figure 12 below provides a comprehensive picture of the GHG emission reductions from serving 14 

both the residential, commercial and industrial, and the low-carbon transportation and global LNG 15 

customers throughout the planning horizon based on life cycle emission factors.  16 
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Figure 12:  Total GHG Emission (Life Cycle) Reductions Due to Modelled Changes in  1 

Conventional Natural Gas Use and Displacement of Higher Carbon Fuels in Transportation in 2 

FEI’s Demand Forecasts 3 

 4 

3. KEY OBSERVATIONS 5 

Modelling of the BC Hydro scenarios with electric demand information and data provided by BC 6 

Hydro has resulted in some interesting and important observations. This work also reveals 7 

important challenges. FEI draws the following key observations from the BCUC scenario 8 

modelling exercise as well as from the results of the supply resource, rates, and associated GHG 9 

emission analysis completed by FEI for the five energy scenarios.  10 

 NOTES ON DATA INPUTS AND MODELLING CHALLENGES  11 

The FEI end-use annual demand forecast modelling conducted by Posterity uses more granular 12 

data than provided to FEI by BC Hydro for the BC Hydro scenarios. As a result, Posterity needed 13 

to interpret the BC Hydro scenarios to the best of their ability and in a number of cases selected 14 

the most relevant data points from FEI’s scenarios in order to complete the modelling exercise. 15 

While the Utilities worked together to clarify much of the data and scenario narratives, this process 16 

of filling data gaps still leaves some uncertainty as to whether FEI fully captured the intent of the 17 

BC Hydro scenarios. For example: 18 

• Since BC Hydro data did not account for DSM energy savings, FEI Medium DSM Setting 19 

inputs were added to the corresponding scenarios (See Table 5-3 of the 2022 LTGRP). 20 
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• The Navius renewable and low-carbon gas supply parameters help inform the GHG 1 

emissions impacts of the model runs. Appropriate annual values from 2020 levels were 2 

interpolated across to the 2040 final milestone year. 3 

Further description of the process that Posterity used to complete the analysis is contained in 4 

Appendix C. 5 

FEI also notes the following statement from the BC Hydro 2021 IRP, Appendix C regarding the 6 

BC Hydro scenarios:  7 

December 2020 Load Forecast – Appendix F: Navius Report: 8 

“While this is a forecast of electricity consumption in BC, it is independent of the 9 

BC Hydro load forecast. Nonetheless, within this analysis, the forecast of electricity 10 

consumption in the absence of new GHG policies has been approximately aligned 11 

with BC Hydro’s 2020 December Reference load forecast to facilitate a comparison 12 

between the two. Similarly, while this is an analysis of how provincial GHG 13 

reduction policies will affect energy consumption and GHG emissions in the 14 

province, it is independent of the work the BC government has done in this regard. 15 

For example, this analysis uses a generic emission cap to achieve the provincial 16 

GHG targets in 2025, 2030, and 2040”. 17 

FEI assumes that this independence from the BC Hydro load forecast applies to the data 18 

exchanged and modelling completed for the BCUC Scenario modelling exercise and creates 19 

further uncertainty regarding the conclusions that can be drawn about the long-term impact of the 20 

scenario outcomes on both BC Hydro and FEI customers forecast energy use.  21 

 NOTES ON THE RESULTS 22 

FEI provides the following general commentary on the results of the modelling exercises. 23 

1. Total Annual Energy Demand (Electricity and Gas)  24 

The calculation of total energy demand derived from the Stage One reports (that is, 25 

summing the annual demand forecast results from each utility) suggests that the future 26 

need for energy in BC is much lower under both the Deep and Accelerated Electrification 27 

scenarios. The reasonableness of the underlying assumptions of efficiency improvements 28 

in these electrification scenarios need to be closely examined and understood, as does 29 

the practicality of installing electric heat pumps in environments across BC subject to 30 

extreme cold weather as well as the implications for maintaining energy resiliency under 31 

extreme weather events. As discussed in Section 1.2 above: 32 

• The nature of annual demand in BC Hydro’s Reference Case versus other 33 

scenarios needs to be better understood in order to fully examine the implications 34 

of each scenario for peak electricity demand and associated costs throughout the 35 
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20-year planning period. For example, electricity demand in the two electrification 1 

scenarios includes market segments such as upstream oil and gas that are not 2 

currently served by FEI. 3 

• Gas demand in 2040 in BC Hydro’s Accelerated Electrification Scenario is 132 PJ 4 

lower than it is in BC Hydro’s reference case, while electricity demand is higher by 5 

only 42 PJ. The details of and difference in electrification assumptions between 6 

BC Hydro’s Accelerated Electrification and Reference Case scenarios need to be 7 

better understood in order to assess the reasonableness of efficiency gains that 8 

cause this result. The assumptions and implications for electricity peak demand 9 

will likewise need to be fully understood. 10 

• The reasonableness of the rate of decline in gas demand in BC Hydro’s 11 

Accelerated Electrification Scenario versus FEI’s Deep Electrification Scenario 12 

needs to be carefully considered. 13 

2. Midstream/Upstream Gas Supply Resources 14 

Both the FEI Deep Electrification and BC Hydro Accelerated Electrification scenarios will 15 

substantially reduce gas flows to and across FEI’s system. Although there is still 16 

uncertainty as to what the impact will be to each of FEI’s service regions, both these 17 

scenarios will continue to utilize the existing regional natural gas infrastructure (pipelines 18 

and storage).  19 

3. Temperature Sensitive Demand (Low Load Factor)  20 

Electrification of buildings has the potential for extreme impacts on the electric system 21 

during extreme cold events, whereas the existing gas system has been designed with 22 

benefits of storage close to the load centre to serve this heat sensitive load. FEI’s 23 

experience through this scenario forecasting exercise indicates that the electricity 24 

modelling of fuel switching from gas to electricity may be oversimplifying the challenges 25 

for the electric grid and overstating the efficiency benefits that can be achieved through 26 

electrification.  Both FEI’s Deep Electrification Scenario and BC Hydro’s Accelerated 27 

Electrification Scenario have extreme implications for the electricity system in BC over the 28 

long term, as well as for costs and cost recovery of maintaining the gas infrastructure. 29 

These scenarios appear to create implausible technical and logistical requirements for 30 

alternative energy systems to be able to manage the scale of shifting energy resources, 31 

particularly to support peak energy, reliability and resiliency requirements. 32 

4. Gas System Peak Demand 33 

Overall, the BC Hydro scenarios fall below the highest of the FEI peak demand scenarios 34 

examined in the 2022 LTGRP for each of the major transmission systems.  As a result, 35 

the forecasts do not imply that any capacity upgrades would be required to the existing 36 

systems to accommodate the forecasts that FEI has not already included and discussed 37 

in the 2022 LTGRP.   38 
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5. Renewable and Low-Carbon Gas Supply 1 

• The BC Hydro Accelerated Electrification Scenario includes more renewable and low-2 

carbon gas supply than the FEI Deep Electrification Scenario.  One of BC Hydro’s 3 

scenario assumptions is that there will be a renewable natural gas (RNG) standard 4 

requiring a minimum blend of renewable fuel in the natural gas stream even in a 5 

scenario where the Province is focused on electrification. In contrast, FEI’s Deep 6 

Electrification scenario assumes the Province primarily focuses on electrification 7 

rather than decarbonizing the gas system. As stated in FEI’s Stage one submission, 8 

FEI believes that since electrification initiatives are already very costly for electric rate 9 

payers, and the costs of maintaining the gas system would then be borne by the limited 10 

remaining gas customers in this scenario, adding further costs of renewable gas 11 

(which would not achieve the same economies of scale as would be expected in FEI’s 12 

Diversified Energy (Planning) Scenario) would be unlikely. The fuel switching level 13 

used in FEI’s Deep Electrification Scenario was based on the Electrification Pathway 14 

described in the Pathways report. The Deep Electrification Scenario also assumes 15 

CCUS is used in sectors where electrification is not possible or more difficult. 16 

• The majority of renewable and low-carbon gas supply will be made up of RNG and 17 

hydrogen, with smaller amounts of syngas and lignin, and potentially conventional 18 

natural gas or RNG combined with CCUS later in the planning horizon. The percentage 19 

of each type of fuel within the overall amount of renewable and low-carbon gas supply 20 

is more difficult to forecast, although FEI expects its forecasts to evolve and be refined 21 

in future LTGRPs. 22 

• As it is still early in the development of the production and delivery of hydrogen along 23 

with other renewable gases, FEI does not yet have sufficient definition to provide 24 

projections on their specific impact to the capacity of the system. Hydrogen has the 25 

most complex requirements from a system planning perspective. Considerations for 26 

hydrogen distribution is a likely and flexible way that the system can be expanded later 27 

in the forecast period considering the number of factors, yet to be fully determined, 28 

that may need to be defined and managed. 29 

6. Residential, Commercial and Industrial GHG Emissions. 30 

• At a high level, BC Hydro’s method is a top-down approach based on economic 31 

simulations initially calibrated to a federal database of provincial GHG emissions and 32 

annual demand data, which develops all additional parameters from this headline 33 

level. Thus, BC Hydro’s Accelerated Electrification Scenario achieves the GHGRS, 34 

achieving 5.4 Mt CO2e in 2030, with the range of stronger policies and incentives 35 

considered when determining the gas energy demand.17 Emission reductions from 36 

 
17  FEI’s modelling considered the following conditions presented in the Results and Conclusions of the Executive 

Summary of BC Hydro’s 2021 IRP, Appendix C: December 2020 Load Forecast - Appendix F: Navius Report: 

• BC Hydro’s Accelerated Electrification Scenario considers the implementation of stronger policies that 
substantially reduces British Columbia’s total GHG emissions from the present. 
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electrification alone modelled by FEI in the BC Hydro Accelerated Electrification 1 

Scenario do not reach the 2030 GHGRS, requiring the questionable assumption of 2 

including increased supplies of renewable and low-carbon gas to do so. 3 

• FEI’s Diversified Energy (Planning) Scenario meets the GHGRS cap for gas utilities 4 

as a result of changes in demand (before DSM), DSM, renewable and low-carbon gas 5 

supply and additional reductions as explained in Section 9.2.1 of the 2022 LTGRP. 6 

This is the only scenario that examines a significant future role for hydrogen in BC. 7 

• When modelled for the 2022 LTGRP, FEI’s Deep Electrification Scenario was not 8 

seeking a specific GHG target, but rather modelled an electrification objective and 9 

calculated the resulting GHG impact. As such, this scenario did not model significant 10 

amounts of renewable natural gas being implemented for the remaining gas system 11 

customers. FEI believes that since electrification initiatives are already very costly for 12 

electric rate payers and the costs of maintaining the gas system would then borne by 13 

the limited remaining gas customers in this scenario, adding further costs of renewable 14 

gas (which would not achieve the same economies of scale as would be expected in 15 

FEI’s Diversified Energy (Planning) Scenario) would likely be untenable. 16 

7. Rate Impact Analysis 17 

• The cumulative rate increase of 305 percent in Residential (RS 1) by 2042 under BC 18 

Hydro Accelerated Electrification Scenario is driven by growth in three rate 19 

components: 47 percent of the cumulative increase is due to delivery rate impact, 42 20 

percent due to commodity related impacts (cost of gas and storage & transport), and 21 

11 percent due to carbon tax increases. 22 

• The cumulative rate increase of 118 percent in Residential (RS 1) by 2042 under FEI 23 

Diversified Energy (Planning) Scenario is driven by increases in three components: 50 24 

percent of the cumulative increase is due to the delivery rate impact, 41 percent due 25 

to commodity-related impacts (cost of gas and storage & transport), and 9 percent due 26 

to carbon tax increases. 27 

• In 2042 under BC Hydro’s Accelerated Electrification, the cumulative rate increases 28 

for Small Commercial (RS 2) and Large Commercial (RS 3) represent increases of 29 

747 percent and 731 percent, respectively. The difference in results appear to be 30 

driven by different input assumptions by BC Hydro and FEI and a significant decrease 31 

 
• Electrification is an important GHG abatement action. With currently legislated policies, provincial GHG 

emissions are able the offset the growth of the population and the economy to keep GHG emissions roughly 
constant to 2040. By design, the stronger policy scenario hits the legislated GHG targets in 2025, 2030 and 
2040. 

• Navius’ analysis shows that achieving BC’s GHG reduction targets will result in substantially more electricity 
demand than would occur with current policies. The results do not show a future where other potential low-
GHG energy pathways outcompete electricity. Rather, these pathways, including bioenergy, energy efficiency 
and some use of hydrogen fuel cell vehicles, are complementary and all contribute to deep GHG reductions. 
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in the commercial gas demand, which drops to 5.2 PJ at the end of the planning 1 

horizon. 2 

• The cumulative rate increase of 747 percent in Small Commercial (RS 2) by 2042 3 

under BC Hydro Accelerated Electrification Scenario is driven by growth in three 4 

components: 75 percent of the cumulative increase is due to delivery rate impact, 20 5 

percent due to commodity related impacts (cost of gas and storage & transport), and 6 

5 percent due to carbon tax increases. 7 

• The cumulative rate increase of 102 percent in Small Commercial (RS 2) by 2042 8 

under FEI’s Diversified Energy (Planning) Scenario is driven by increase in all three 9 

components: 27 percent of the cumulative increase is due to delivery rate impact, 60 10 

percent due to commodity related impacts (cost of gas and storage & transport), and 11 

13 percent due to carbon tax increases. 12 

4. CONCLUSION 13 

The modelling common future scenarios by BC Hydro and FEI has been an important and 14 

informative exercise that provides a useful foundation for further analysis of unfolding energy 15 

issues and opportunities in BC. The process to date has identified some important limitations to 16 

acknowledge as this information is considered within the context of the respective Utilities’ 17 

resources plans. FEI continues to support a collaborative approach to energy needs for the 18 

province by addressing the imperative to reduce carbon emissions, while also keeping energy 19 

costs affordable. 20 

FEI draws the following conclusions from this work: 21 

• BC Hydro’s Reference Case does not consider energy delivery by other utilities and so 22 

does not fully assess the potential for GHG emission reductions that can occur within BC’s 23 

energy system under this scenario. While not explicitly considering other carbon reduction 24 

pathways, BC Hydro’s Reference Case does not exclude the potential for deep 25 

decarbonization of gas infrastructure through energy efficiency, transitioning to renewable 26 

and low-carbon gas to displace conventional natural gas for buildings and industry, and 27 

low-carbon gas for displacing higher carbon fuels in transportation. 28 

• A complete, ongoing and collaborative assessment of a broad range energy 29 

decarbonization initiatives should be conducted before irreversible decisions are made by 30 

the BCUC, provincial and municipal governments, and energy consumers to pursue a 31 

single decarbonization pathway such as electrification. Such an assessment should 32 

include a complete and detailed assessment of impacts on energy costs, peak energy 33 

resources and costs, customer rates and energy affordability for all energy consumers in 34 

BC for alternative decarbonization pathways. FEI has initiated such analysis within the 35 

context of its own service territory and looks forward to BC Hydro’s assessment of energy 36 
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supply resources, peak demand implications, and customer rate implications within its 1 

Stage Two filing.  2 

• These considerations should include generation and storage requirements, transmission 3 

and distribution needs, deployment rates and costs for various key electrification end-use 4 

technologies on both the utility and customer side of the meter, as well as technology 5 

advancement and commercialization of renewable and low-carbon gas supply, delivery 6 

and end-use solutions. 7 

• FEI acknowledges that technology advancements and cost considerations for energy 8 

resources, including the supply of renewable and low-carbon gas supplies, are evolving 9 

rapidly. FEI appreciates this collaborative exercise as a means of bringing new knowledge 10 

of these advancements to bear on energy planning in BC. 11 

• Further analysis of alternative decarbonization pathways should include the evaluation of 12 

sectoral interdependencies particularly within the transport sector and load impacts of 13 

commercial vehicles. 14 

• Limitations to acknowledge within the current work include: 15 

o The models used by each of the utilities to conduct the forecasting exercise and 16 

on which the discussion of implications is based are very different, with differences 17 

in the types of inputs required and the drivers embedded within the respective 18 

models. While each of the models and modelling processes has strengths and 19 

weaknesses, these differences suggest caution in drawing detailed conclusions 20 

from the modelling outputs. FEI believes that a comparison of the modelling 21 

outputs between the two utilities offers high-level conclusions only and insights into 22 

where additional information should be sought out. 23 

o The extent to which the temperature-sensitive nature of demand for gas in 24 

buildings in BC has been accurately portrayed and modelled in electricity demand 25 

for scenarios that assume extensive fuel switching from gas to electricity in 26 

uncertain given the total energy demand outcomes identified for the scenarios 27 

reported on in the Stage One filings.  28 

In summary, FEI believes that a collaborative, informed and transparent approach to assessing 29 

and planning a decarbonization pathway for BC’s energy systems as a whole is critical. FEI 30 

appreciates the BCUC’s efforts to advance this work through the Energy Scenarios for BC Hydro 31 

and FEI proceeding. 32 
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June 15, 2022 
 
 
 
British Columbia Utilities Commission 
Suite 410, 900 Howe Street 
Vancouver, BC 
V6Z 2N3 
 
Attention:  Mr. Patrick Wruck, Commission Secretary 
 
 
Dear Mr. Wruck: 
 
Re:  FortisBC Energy Inc. (FEI) and British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority (BC 

Hydro) – Energy Scenarios  

FEI Stage One Submission – Modelling Results 

 
In December 2021, the British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) initiated a process to 
explore energy scenarios to achieve BC’s greenhouse gas (GHG) targets and the resulting 
interdependent long-term implications on British Columbia’s primary Electric and Gas Utilities, 
stating:  
 

BC Hydro and FEI […] have a significant and correlated role in achieving these 
GHG reduction objectives as the electric and gas energy systems in BC display 
many interdependencies, such as in the emerging industries of hydrogen and 
syngas production, carbon capture and storage and liquefied natural gas, to 
name a few. 

 
In its letter dated January 21, 2022, the BCUC requested that BC Hydro and FEI (the Utilities) 
share the data required to file load forecast results based on each other’s scenarios contained 
in their respective resource plans. As part of the filings, each Utility would include appropriate 
supporting commentary regarding the supply resource impacts, rate impacts, and associated 
GHG emission impacts that may be associated with each energy scenario.  

In its letter dated March 9, 2022, the BCUC accepted the Utilities’ request to stage the filings 
as follows:  
 

 Stage One to be filed by June 15, 2022 will provide the load forecast results for the 
energy scenarios; and  

 Stage Two to be filed by August 12, 2022 will provide supporting commentary 
regarding the supply resource impacts, rate impacts and associated GHG emission 
impacts for the energy scenarios. 

~ FORTIS Be 
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This report represents FEI’s Stage One filing, and focuses on annual demand only.    
 
In addition, FEI considers that the submission of the Stage One report fulfills and concludes 
the monthly update submissions for the Utilities. 
 
If further information is required, please contact Ken Ross, Manager, Integrated Resource 
Planning and DSM Reporting at (604) 576-7343 or ken.ross@fortisbc.com. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
FORTISBC ENERGY INC. 
 
 
Original signed:  
 

 Diane Roy 
 
Attachments 
 
cc (email only): bchydroregulatorygroup@bchydro.com 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 1 

In this report, FEI presents the results of its modelling of annual gas demand for select scenarios 2 

from FEI’s and BC Hydro’s respective long-term resource plans.  3 

In December 2021, the British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) initiated a process to 4 

explore energy scenarios to achieve BC’s greenhouse gas (GHG) targets and the resulting 5 

interdependent long-term implications on British Columbia’s primary Electric and Gas Utilities, 6 

stating:  7 

“BC Hydro and FEI […] have a significant and correlated role in achieving these GHG 8 

reduction objectives as the electric and gas energy systems in BC display many 9 

interdependencies, such as in the emerging industries of hydrogen and syngas 10 

production, carbon capture and storage and liquefied natural gas, to name a few.” 11 

In its letter dated January 21, 2022, the BCUC requested that BC Hydro and FEI (the Utilities) 12 

share the data required to file load forecast results based on each other’s scenarios contained in 13 

their respective resource plans. As part of the filings, each Utility would include appropriate 14 

supporting commentary regarding the supply resource impacts, rate impacts, and associated 15 

GHG emission impacts that may be associated with each energy scenario.  16 

In its letter dated March 9, 2022, the BCUC accepted the Utilities’ request to stage the 17 

filings as follows:  18 

 19 

 Stage one to be filed by June 15, 2022 will provide the load forecast results for the energy 20 

scenarios; and  21 

 Stage two to be filed by August 12, 2022 will provide supporting commentary regarding 22 

the supply resource impacts, rate impacts and associated GHG emission impacts for the 23 

energy scenarios. 24 

This report represents FEI’s Stage One filing and focuses on annual demand only. FEI engaged 25 

consultants Posterity Group (Posterity) to support FEI in preparing the load forecast results. 26 

The respective scenarios selected by the Utilities for analysis are set out below.  27 

BC Hydro Scenarios: 28 

 BC Hydro Reference Case 29 

Reflects ’current policies’ that are legislated or have firm announcements. These include 30 

the BC carbon tax, rising to $50 per tCO2e1 by 2022 and other policies that generally date 31 

from the first BC Climate Action Plan, released in 2008. This scenario also includes the 32 

announced light-duty (passenger) vehicle zero-emission vehicle (ZEV) standard that 33 

requires a minimum fraction of sales be ZEVs and is trending towards a phase-out of 34 

                                                
1  tCO2e = tonnes (t) of carbon dioxide (CO2) equivalent (e). 
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conventional vehicles by 2040. (This represents the ‘Current Policy’ scenario outlined by 1 

the BC Hydro 2021 IRP, Appendix C: December 2020 Load Forecast – Appendix F: 2 

Navius Report). 3 

 Accelerated Electrification  4 

A range of stronger policies and incentives, plus an emissions cap that achieves BC’s 5 

2025, 2030 and 2040 GHG reduction targets. These represent a 16 percent reduction 6 

from 2007 emissions by 2025, a 40 percent reduction by 2030 and 60 percent reduction 7 

by 2040. The incentives and regulatory policies include: 8 

 A strengthening of the Renewable and Low-Carbon Fuel Requirement; 9 

 A ZEV standard with some additional requirements for medium and heavy-duty 10 

vehicles; 11 

 A renewable natural gas (RNG) standard requiring a minimum blend of renewable 12 

fuel in the natural gas stream; 13 

 Incentives for the efficient electrification of buildings (e.g. with heat pumps); 14 

 Requirement for building envelope energy retrofits from after 2030; and 15 

 A zero-emissions building requirement, which affects new heating system 16 

installations after 2035. 17 

(This corresponds with the ‘Stronger Policies’ scenario outlined in the BC Hydro 2021 IRP, 18 

Appendix F: Navius Report). 19 

 Low Load Forecast 20 

This scenario maintains all sectors and annual demand at the base year level. This 21 

scenario was determined by FEI to closely approximate FEI’s Economic Stagnation 22 

Scenario as further discussed below. 23 

FEI Scenarios: 24 

 Diversified Energy (Planning) Scenario 25 

The key planning assumptions build upon a diversified approach to energy delivery and 26 

emissions reductions to British Columbians. Under this scenario, customer growth occurs 27 

for electric and gas utilities and the existing gas infrastructure is used to deliver low-carbon 28 

energy solutions to customers. FEI uses the Diversified Energy Scenario as its planning 29 

scenario in the 2022 Long-Term Gas Resource Plan (LTGRP). In the Diversified Energy 30 

scenario FEI meets the 2030 GHG emissions cap for buildings and industry set out in the 31 

BC government’s proposed GHG Reduction Standard for gas utilities as well as the 32 

Province’s 2040 GHG emission reductions target.  33 

 Deep Electrification 34 

~ FORTIS BC" 
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The BC government does not dramatically increase carbon taxes above currently 1 

announced levels to avoid electoral backlash but uses all other policy levers to electrify 2 

the economy in order to achieve domestic carbon abatement. Government also promotes 3 

Carbon Capture Utilization and Storage (CCUS) for non-electrified sectors. Such policies 4 

create constraints for the BC economy and reduce the uptake of FEI’s low-carbon gas 5 

transportation (LCT) solutions and also renewable gases. To support economic growth, 6 

the BC government supports liquified natural gas (LNG) exports to other jurisdictions. 7 

Despite these exports, the domestic shift towards electricity causes a regional 8 

conventional natural gas supply glut, leading to low regional gas prices. 9 

 Economic Stagnation 10 

In this scenario the BC economy tightens, influenced by other North American and global 11 

trends, leaving fewer dollars available to the government and utility customers in BC to 12 

aggressively pursue decarbonization initiatives. Regional growth in natural gas demand 13 

slows, keeping BC's gas demand/supply balance abundant. Global economic 14 

performance reinforces trends towards the right of the political spectrum and causes 15 

governments to focus on areas other than climate policy. The economic environment has 16 

some negative impact on LNG exports and significant negative impact on natural gas as 17 

a transportation fuel. This scenario is not intended to model a 20-year recession, but rather 18 

a general trend over the planning horizon in which spending is reined in. 19 

As described above, BC Hydro’s Low Load Forecast represents a scenario where electricity 20 

demand over the long term remains constant with little to no growth or decline. The implication 21 

for a gas demand scenario of this nature is that demand would also stay relatively constant. With 22 

respect to annual gas demand, FEI’s Economic Stagnation scenario results in a fairly constant 23 

level of future demand over the planning horizon, such that modelling and presenting this 24 

additional gas demand scenario would not provide value. Thus, the results of this report present 25 

only five scenarios – the two other BC Hydro Scenarios and the three FEI scenarios.  26 

2. Results 27 

The results of modelling the total annual gas demand for each of the five scenarios are shown in 28 

Figure 1 and Table 1 below.  29 
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Figure 1:  Forecast of Total Annual Gas Demand by Scenario - All Sectors2 1 

 2 

Table 1:  Forecast of Total Annual Gas Demand (PJ/Year) by Scenario – All Sectors 3 

 2025  2030  2035  2040  2042  

FEI Deep Electrification 275 251 223 205 198 

BC Hydro Accelerated Electrification 267 231 206 196 193 

FEI Diversified Energy (Planning) 321 345 341 339 339 

BC Hydro Reference Case 311 322 326 328 329 

FEI Economic Stagnation 205 206 204 206 206 

 4 
Notable in this scenario modelling exercise is the outcome of annual energy demand forecasts 5 

for FEI’s residential, commercial and industrial customer demand categories because this is the 6 

demand category where a more significant shifting of load between the gas and electric systems 7 

is modelled in the Deep and Accelerated Electrification Scenarios, impacting the majority of FEI’s 8 

customers. The forecast of combined annual gas demand for these customers under each of the 9 

scenarios is presented in Figure 2 and Table 2 below.    10 

                                                
2  To be consistent with the 2022 LTGRP, demand from the Woodfibre LNG project was not included in the Economic 

Stagnation Scenario. Further, though a later expected in service date for the facility has recently been announced 
by Woodfibre LNG, the date modelled in the 2022 LTGRP has been used for the BC Hydro scenarios for consistency.  
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Figure 2:  Forecast of Total Annual Gas Demand by Scenario – Residential, Commercial and 1 
Industrial Customers3 2 

 3 

 4 

Table 2:  Forecast of Total Annual Gas Demand (PJ/Year) by Scenario – Residential, Commercial 5 
and Industrial Customers 6 

 2025 2030 2035 2040 2042 

FEI Deep Electrification 173 146 119 101 94 

BC Hydro Accelerated Electrification 165 126 100 91 87 

FEI Diversified Energy (Planning) 193 186 180 176 175 

BC Hydro Reference Case 209 216 220 223 223 

FEI Economic Stagnation 202 203 202 204 203 

The other two FEI categories of demand that are included in the total annual gas demand shown 7 

in Figure 1 and Table 1, but not included in Figure 2 and Table 2, are FEI’s Low-Carbon 8 

Transportation (LCT) and Global LNG demand category and the Large New Industrial Load 9 

Category. FEI does not expect BC Hydro to model these categories as part of BC Hydro’s future 10 

demand. However, for completeness, Posterity modelled for FEI these demand categories for 11 

each of the BC Hydro scenarios as follows: 12 

                                                
3  Results exclude FEI rate classes TPT-1, TPT-2 and Company Use (consistent with the 2022 LTGRP).  
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 The reference case setting for LCT and Global LNG was used to complete the total annual 1 

gas demand for the BC Hydro Reference Case and Accelerated Electrification scenarios. 2 

This setting was used to avoid FEI bias in interpreting the BC Hydro scenario narratives 3 

for this demand category and for consistency in the absence of data with which to use or 4 

develop other settings. 5 

 FEI’s planning setting for Large New Industrial demand was used, which is made up of 6 

the expected load from the Woodfibre LNG project. Since the project has announced its 7 

intention to proceed to construction, FEI has used this setting for both of the BC Hydro 8 

scenarios modelled. FEI notes that although the in-service date for the Woodfibre facility 9 

has recently been revised, for consistency with its LTGRP, FEI used the same timing 10 

(2025) for the facility’s in-service date as was used for the FEI scenarios which were 11 

modelled before the in-service date was extended. 12 

Since the resulting demand forecasts for these scenarios are a product of FEI’s 2022 LTGRP 13 

modelling and not a result of separate modelling for these categories as part of the BCUC 14 

Scenarios request, they are not presented separately or discussed in further detail in this report.  15 

3. KEY OBSERVATIONS 16 

FEI makes the following key observations on the results of the modelling for the residential, 17 

commercial and industrial demand categories.  18 

1. The BC Hydro Reference Case Scenario has the greatest gas demand (natural gas, RNG 19 

and hydrogen) throughout the forecast period.  Specifically, the BC Hydro Reference Case 20 

Scenario has a greater demand than that of FEI’s Diversified Energy (Planning) Scenario 21 

and FEI’s Economic Stagnation scenario. To match the gas demand in the BC Hydro 22 

Reference Case, it was necessary to model substantial electricity-to-gas fuel switching for 23 

the major end uses in all three sectors. FEI’s 2022 LTGRP did not contemplate any 24 

scenarios where fuel switching away from electricity and towards natural gas would occur 25 

on this scale. 26 

2. Gas demand in FEI’s Diversified Energy (Planning) Scenario falls in the mid-range of the 27 

various scenarios. BC Hydro’s Reference Case and FEI’s Economic Stagnation scenarios 28 

are at the higher end and the two Electrification scenarios are at the lower end. 29 

3. Gas demand for BC Hydro’s Accelerated Electrification Scenario tracks relatively closely 30 

to FEI’s Deep Electrification Scenario. In 2030 there is a difference of about 20 PJ, and 31 

the gap is less than 10 PJ by 2040. This means that both scenarios forecast a similar 32 

decline in gas demand, although BC Hydro’s scenario results in a gas demand forecast 33 

that is slightly lower. 34 

4. Although supply resource implications are not part of the Stage One submission, FEI has 35 

observed that the BC Hydro Accelerated Electrification Scenario includes more renewable 36 
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and low-carbon gas supply than the FEI Deep Electrification Scenario.  One of BC Hydro’s 1 

scenario assumptions is that there will be an RNG standard requiring a minimum blend of 2 

renewable fuel in the natural gas stream even in a scenario where the province is focused 3 

on electrification. In contrast, FEI’s Deep Electrification Scenario assumes the Province 4 

primarily focuses on electrification rather than decarbonizing the gas system, since 5 

investing in renewable and low-carbon gas resources would cause inordinate pressure on 6 

rates that would already be strained by maintaining a gas system for a dwindling demand. 7 

This observation will be explored further in FEI’s Stage Two submission.  8 

4. DATA EXCHANGED AND MODELLING CHALLENGES  9 

In addition to the scenario descriptions presented in Section 1, BC Hydro and Navius provided 10 

FEI with the following data for all of the BC Hydro service territory and for multiple energy sources 11 

(see below) for the milestone years 2020, 2025, 2030, 2035, and 2040: 12 

 'Drivers of growth’: GDP growth, population growth, natural gas price, and oil price; 13 

 Scenario indicators: natural gas production, commercial and institutional floor area, 14 

residential floor area, housing starts, and retail spending; 15 

 Economic sectors used in the modelling (i.e., segments); 16 

 Residential and Commercial building area and thermal energy demand intensity by 17 

building type and end use (including energy consumption for load served by electricity and 18 

energy resources other than electricity like natural gas including RNG, oil, wood and 19 

other); 20 

 Natural gas, including RNG, and electricity consumption by industrial sub-sector; 21 

 Carbon prices and gas supply costs; and 22 

 Forecasts for hydrogen, renewable natural gas (RNG) and carbon capture, storage, and 23 

utilization (CCUS) by sector. 24 

In addition to scenario descriptions, FEI and Posterity provided BC Hydro with the following data 25 

for FEI’s service territory and for gas demand only (natural gas and renewable gas) for each year 26 

over the planning horizon: 27 

 Gas consumption by sector, fuel and segment; 28 

 CNG/LNG consumption by fuel and segment; 29 

 Tertiary load by sector, end use and segment; 30 

 Industrial production forecast; 31 

 FEI customer accounts by sector and segment; 32 

 Units by segment for the Residential (dwellings) and Commercial (m2) sectors; 33 
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 Fuel share by sector, end use, segment and fuel; 1 

 Marginal avoided cost of renewable gases (RNG and hydrogen); and 2 

 Electricity price (retail rate and avoided cost). 3 

At a high level, BC Hydro’s method is a top-down approach, based on economic simulations 4 

initially calibrated to federal GHG emissions and annual demand data, that develops all further 5 

parameters from this headline level. In contrast, FEI’s method is a bottom-up approach based on 6 

customer end use demand and customer-specific data sources.4 This difference resulted in some 7 

challenges for FEI and Posterity in converting the BC Hydro scenarios and data into inputs to 8 

FEI’s forecasting model. The following adjustments were employed to meet these challenges: 9 

 FEI / Posterity adopted 2020 as the common base year for this exercise;  10 

 In some cases, FEI data was used if and when BC Hydro did not have explicit data on an 11 

input required for the FEI models; 12 

 Where necessary, an iterative, targeting approach was employed to match the overall 13 

level of the residential, commercial and industrial sectors end use changes in the Posterity 14 

end use model to the overall percent changes in fuel use in the Navius modeling inputs; 15 

and 16 

 In some cases, FEI / Posterity made adjustments to fuel switching assumptions when the 17 

practical limitations of the end use forecasting model were exceeded, creating logic errors. 18 

For example, once all end uses in the end use model were converted, further fuel switching 19 

could not continue. 20 

The method employed to complete this conversion is not presented in detail in this report; 21 

however, where this necessary step in the modelling process may have implications for 22 

considering impacts on supply resources, GHG emissions and/or customer rates, additional 23 

discussion will be included in FEI’s Stage Two submission. 24 

5. NEXT STEPS 25 

This Stage One report presents the results of FEI’s modelling of total annual gas demand for 26 

select scenarios from FEI’s and BC Hydro’s respective resource plans. The Stage Two report, 27 

                                                
4  Additional data sources used to develop FEI’s Reference Case and Alternate Future Scenarios include: 

 2021 Conservation Potential Review (2021 CPR);  

 FEI’s 2017 Residential End Use Survey (REUS) which represents FEI’s most recent REUS at the time the 

forecast modelling was undertaken; 

 FEI’s 2019 Commercial End Use Survey (CEUS) which represents FEI’s most recent study of its commercial 

customers; and 

 Research and data analysis from the 2017 LTGRP which FEI included to utilize and build upon.  
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due August 12, will provide further supporting commentary for this scenarios modelling project 1 

regarding implications for:  2 

 supply resources;  3 

 rates; and 4 

 associated GHG emissions.  5 

Since a discussion of supply resources and rate impacts necessitates the consideration of the 6 

peak load and long-term system capacity requirements associated with each of the scenarios, 7 

FEI will also be including this information in its August 12 submission.  8 

FEI appreciates the opportunity to participate in the BCUC Energy Scenario modelling project in 9 

which the Utilities are collaborating in developing a long-term supply resource outlook for BC’s 10 

energy system as a whole. This project recognizes the roles for both the electric and gas energy 11 

systems in BC as being a complementary part of a resilient energy future and is an important step 12 

in planning for British Columbia’s decarbonization transition with the objective of supplying safe, 13 

reliable, and affordable energy for all British Columbians.  14 

~ FORTIS BC" 
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APPENDIX B: KEY MODELLING INPUTS AND OUTPUTS FOR BC 1 

HYDRO SCENARIOS 2 

Tables B-1 and B-2 describe key modelling inputs and outputs for the two BC Hydro scenarios to 3 

aid the reader in understanding Table 1. This Appendix excludes the FEI’s scenarios since at the 4 

time of preparing this Stage Two submission FEI has not been provided with the modelling 5 

assumptions and outputs for electricity demand in  BC Hydro’s modelling for these scenarios. 6 

Table B-1:  Key Modelling Inputs and Outputs - BC Hydro Reference Case Scenario 7 

Category 
BC Hydro Assumptions for 

Electricity Demand obtained from 
BC Hydro’s 2021 IRP 

FEI Assumptions for Gas Demand 
interpreted for the scenario based 

on information provided by  
BC Hydro 

Transportation In 2040: 

▪ Electric light-duty vehicles: 50 
percent market capture 

▪ Electric buses: 34 percent market 
capture 

▪ Electric medium-duty vehicles: 10 
percent market capture 

▪ Electric heavy-duty vehicles: 20 
percent market capture 

The transportation segment for gas 
demand is mapped in the Low-Carbon 
Transportation sector.  

Natural Gas Production In 2040 the fraction of electric 
compressors is 19%. 

The natural gas production segment is 
excluded from FEI’s 2022 LTGRP as it 
represents supply activity upstream 
from the FEI gas system and therefore 
is not served by FEI. 

Buildings Electric heat pump adoption in 2040: 

▪ Residential - space heating 
adoption: 6 percent market capture 

▪ Commercial electric heat pump for 
space heating adoption: 23 percent 
market capture 

In 2040 relative to 2020 data: 

▪ Residential gas consumption for 
space heating decrease: 12 percent 
(6 PJ) 

▪ Commercial gas consumption for 
space heating increase: 3 percent (1 
PJ) 

Mining and Other 
Industry1 

In 2040, electric heat pumps supply 
0.1 percent of industrial process heat. 

In 2040 relative to 2020 data: 

▪ Gas consumption increase: 26 
percent (17 PJ) 

 

 

1  The Natural Gas Production, Conventional Light Oil Production, LNG, Hydrogen Production, District Energy System, 
Utilities and CoGeneration Vancouver Island sub-sectors are either not served by the respect utilities or are not 
included in this category. 
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Table B-2:  Key Modelling Inputs and Outputs - BC Hydro Accelerated Electrification Scenario 1 

Category 
BC Hydro Assumptions for 

Electricity Demand obtained from 
BC Hydro’s 2021 IRP 

FEI Assumptions for Gas Demand 
interpreted for the scenario based 

on information provided by 
 BC Hydro 

Transportation In 2040: 

▪ Electric light-duty vehicles: 64 
percent market capture 

▪ Electric buses: 75 percent market 
capture 

▪ Electric medium-duty vehicles: 30 
percent market capture 

▪ Electric heavy-duty vehicles: 24 
percent market capture 

The transportation segment for gas 
demand is mapped in the Low-Carbon 
Transportation sector.  

Natural Gas Production ▪ In 2040 the fraction of electric 
compressors is 48%. 

The natural gas production segment is 
excluded from FEI’s 2022 LTGRP as it 
represents supply activity upstream 
from the FEI gas system and therefore 
is not served by FEI. 

Buildings Electric heat pump adoption in 2040: 

▪ Residential - space heating 
adoption: 24 percent market capture 

▪ Commercial electric heat pump for 
space heating adoption: 67 percent 
market capture 

In 2040 relative to 2020 data: 

▪ Residential gas consumption for 
space heating decrease: 73 percent 
(35 PJ) 

▪ Commercial gas consumption for 
space heating decrease: 92 percent 
(30 PJ) 

Mining and Other 
Industry2 

In 2040, electric heat pumps supply 
12.6 percent of industrial process heat. 

In 2040 relative to 2020 data: 

▪ Gas consumption decrease: 16 
percent (10 PJ) 

 

 

2  Natural Gas Production, Conventional Light Oil Production, LNG, Hydrogen Production, District Energy System, 
Utilities and CoGeneration Vancouver Island are either not served by the respect utilities or are not included in this 
category. 
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APPENDIX C: MODELLING INPUTS AND ASSUMPTIONS 1 

Posterity Group (PG) modelled the gas demand forecasts of the BC Hydro scenarios. The 2 

scenarios were developed using an iterative process of goal-seeking to meet the percentage 3 

change in conventional natural gas demand based on gas demand forecasts provided by BC 4 

Hydro.  This approach was used because PG’s end-use model differs in forecasting method from 5 

BC Hydro’s econometric model, and because the input data and assumptions provided by BC 6 

Hydro did not perfectly map to PG’s model of FEI’s customers. The differences are largely due to 7 

model scope as BC Hydro’s model is of the entire province whereas FEI’s is for its service territory 8 

only, and due to differences in assumptions about fuel switching potential in certain 9 

customers/end uses.  10 

BC Hydro provided scenario input data for milestone years (5-year increments starting in 2020 to 11 

2040). Some inputs and assumptions aligned with PG’s model while others required further 12 

interpretation. PG also had to interpolate assumptions between milestone years and extrapolate 13 

from 2040 to 2042 to obtain annual values out to the end of the 2022 LTGRP planning horizon.   14 

The data used by BC Hydro/Navius to determine gas loads for BC Hydro’s scenarios was different 15 

than FortisBC’s own demand data, largely due to the differences in the models as explained 16 

above. To accommodate the differences in absolute values, PG calculate the percent change in 17 

gas demand starting with FEI’s 2019 base year actuals, to develop a 2040 gas demand target for 18 

each sector and scenario1. PG selected model parameters to populate with BC Hydro data and 19 

parameters to adjust to meet the 2040 gas demand targets for each BCH scenario. Specifically, 20 

PG adjusted fuel switching and fuel share assumptions to calibrate to the 2040 gas demand 21 

targets. While BC Hydro did provide electrification assumptions, it was necessary for PG to adjust 22 

fuel switching assumptions in order to meet the 2040 gas demand target. Without doing so, the 23 

targets could not be reached.  24 

Table C-1 below details the assumptions applied to each model parameter to develop the gas 25 

demand forecasts for the BC Hydro scenarios.  26 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1  Using the conventional natural gas consumption forecast provided by BC Hydro, PG calculated annual targets for 
percent change in gas demand from FEI’s 2022 LTGRP base year (2019) out to 2040 for each BC Hydro Scenario. 
As FEI’s base year is calibrated to 2019 actuals, PG applied the percent change to FEI’s base year consumption, 
rather than applying the change in absolute values. For each sector and scenario, PG extrapolated the BC Hydro 
values by one year back to 2019, calculated the percent change in the BC Hydro values from 2019 to 2040, and 
applied this percent change to FEI’s 2019 base year to calculate a 2040 gas demand target. 
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Table C-1:  Modelling Input Parameters and Considerations in Setting Model Runs 1 

Parameter Considerations 

Natural Gas Demand: the annual natural gas 
consumption: 

• by sector 

• industrial segment 

• milestone year 

• scenario 

▪ Key target parameter for each of the scenario 
model runs.  

▪ Targeted the Navius percentage change in Natural 
Gas Demand over the base year as the Navius 
model encompasses energy demand for the entire 
province. 

Dwelling Stocks: the commercial and 
residential square meters, inferred residential 
unit count, and industrial production levels by: 

• sector 

• milestone year 

• scenario 

▪ Percentage change in Navius Dwelling Stocks was 
used as a boundary parameter as the Navius 
model encompasses stock for the entire province.  

▪ Navius supplied information on how its scenarios 
expect industrial output to change over time, so 
these assumptions were matched via the size 
factor in the industrial sector of the FEI model runs. 

Fuel Share: the natural gas fuel shares for 
existing and new stock and end-use appliances, 
by: 

industrial sector 

commercial/residential end-use 

milestone year 

scenario 

 

▪ FEI natural gas and electric Fuel Shares are the 
key variable parameter for the goal seeking 
process.  

▪ At the end of the setup model run, PG checked FEI 
Fuel Shares to ensure natural gas or electric fuel 
shares did not exceed 100 percent or fall short of 0 
percent, and that end-use equipment/stock 
replacement did not exceed the rate of natural 
stock replacement from the 2022 LTGRP.  

End Use Efficiency & Thermal Demand 
Intensity: the space heating thermal demand 
intensity, by:  

• residential/commercial segment 

• milestone year 

• scenario 

▪ Used as a key boundary parameter. 

▪ Posterity understood that Navius received 
professional advice from RDH Engineering on how 
space heating thermal demand intensity may 
behave in the future within the context of provincial 
energy and emissions policy. Since these results 
are not comprehensively available, they were not 
used for the FEI model runs. 

Demand-Side Management (DSM) Energy 
Savings not accounted for by Navius.  

▪ FEI DSM Energy Savings scenario inputs were 
added to the corresponding scenario model runs 
before initiating the goal seeking process. 

▪ FEI Medium DSM Setting inputs were added to the 
corresponding scenarios. 

Navius Renewable and Low-Carbon Gas 
Supply parameters. 

▪ The Navius Renewable and Low-Carbon Gas 
Supply parameters help inform the GHG emissions 
impacts of the model runs.  

▪ Appropriate annual values from common base year 
levels, were interpolated across to the 2040 final 
milestone year. 

 

Low-Carbon Transportation, Global LNG and New Industrial Load settings 2 

To develop total annual demand for the BC Hydro Scenarios, PG applied FEI’s demand settings 3 

to develop demand forecasts for Low-Carbon Transportation, Global LNG Market and New Large 4 
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Industrial demand for the BC Hydro Scenarios. This was required to avoid FEI bias in interpreting 1 

the BC Hydro scenario narratives for this demand category and for consistency in the absence of 2 

data with which to use or develop other settings.   3 

Table C-2 shows the FEI demand settings applied to the BC Hydro scenarios. 4 

Table C-2:  FEI’s LCT, Global LNG and New Large Industrial Demand Settings Applied to BC 5 

Hydro’s Scenarios 6 

BC Hydro Scenario 
LCT and Global 

LNG 
New Large 
Industrial 

BC Hydro Reference Case Reference Planning 

BC Hydro Accelerated Electrification Reference Planning 
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Appendix D

		BCUC Energy Scenarios - Stage Two Submission

		Annual Energy Demand by Rate Schedule

		All tables in this appendix display results from the end-use annual demand forecast method and include renewable and low-carbon gases and the impact of Conservation and Energy Management Programs (C&EM) and exclude the Woodfibre LNG Project.

		BC Hydro Reference Case



		Annual Demand by Rate Schedule (GJ)

		Rate Class		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042

		RATE1		77,329,188		77,358,130		76,984,986		76,706,644		76,424,321		76,116,041		76,001,991		75,963,875		75,551,889		75,136,015		74,824,278		74,519,448		74,007,656		73,493,076		72,668,604		71,910,836		71,132,062		70,730,897		70,283,332		69,839,909		69,370,478		68,896,633		68,438,634		67,997,810

		RATE2		28,276,686		28,577,948		28,844,684		29,078,131		29,304,802		29,511,607		29,703,581		29,918,542		30,043,035		30,167,318		30,299,330		30,440,044		30,622,948		30,813,733		30,999,496		31,191,298		31,384,176		31,622,804		31,861,834		32,108,496		32,361,246		32,602,981		32,849,971		33,096,649

		RATE3		22,654,720		22,933,395		23,253,736		23,540,324		23,747,446		23,936,182		24,100,477		24,275,560		24,387,057		24,527,789		24,654,987		24,780,253		24,916,264		25,077,476		25,206,381		25,361,933		25,512,406		25,695,232		25,911,530		26,113,974		26,323,722		26,512,267		26,728,687		26,920,456

		RATE4		153,036		154,018		154,809		155,439		155,958		156,415		156,852		158,465		160,214		162,408		164,750		172,014		174,059		176,174		178,354		180,579		182,667		184,811		187,057		189,348		191,660		193,108		194,570		196,015

		RATE5		5,725,320		5,764,233		5,855,213		5,934,879		6,012,687		6,088,787		6,133,988		6,217,423		6,281,841		6,365,902		6,426,392		6,546,660		6,576,680		6,583,023		6,634,010		6,701,236		6,722,650		6,769,311		6,820,855		6,857,130		6,900,141		6,924,003		6,973,219		7,009,610

		RATE6		48,303		48,192		48,104		48,020		47,921		47,805		47,675		47,539		47,398		47,257		47,115		50,365		50,183		50,012		49,846		52,788		52,603		52,432		52,265		52,101		51,940		51,781		51,624		51,470

		RATE7		2,962,569		2,972,125		2,982,990		2,997,505		3,029,691		3,046,906		3,064,375		3,096,285		3,127,743		3,173,562		3,204,813		3,309,051		3,336,357		3,366,589		3,410,869		3,441,348		3,470,726		3,495,144		3,518,898		3,558,933		3,583,516		3,604,522		3,624,242		3,652,604

		RATE22		43,331,994		43,106,005		42,809,083		42,668,682		42,586,544		42,525,113		42,475,189		43,446,948		44,420,684		45,396,071		46,371,763		47,351,696		48,030,262		48,714,174		49,407,870		50,460,837		51,143,333		51,247,701		51,341,983		51,447,362		51,548,682		51,606,502		51,675,644		51,688,704

		RATE23		7,276,338		7,289,433		7,356,914		7,399,909		7,449,653		7,481,025		7,533,315		7,608,861		7,636,786		7,686,482		7,720,384		7,778,754		7,820,470		7,847,970		7,900,630		7,966,158		8,002,630		8,039,977		8,096,393		8,182,887		8,223,967		8,256,865		8,311,479		8,360,688

		RATE25		13,985,419		14,060,863		14,082,263		14,188,082		14,472,232		14,572,317		14,739,600		14,943,684		15,100,884		15,317,574		15,510,974		15,753,897		15,933,771		16,118,164		16,260,349		16,665,246		16,816,902		17,033,306		17,170,814		17,311,753		17,458,214		17,571,154		17,823,096		17,914,793

		RATE27		5,901,402		5,922,359		5,950,453		5,953,173		6,045,288		6,085,171		6,125,317		6,229,687		6,302,939		6,425,105		6,498,616		6,606,732		6,678,536		6,754,395		6,877,661		7,070,667		7,145,543		7,207,575		7,294,531		7,404,554		7,470,121		7,518,456		7,570,704		7,660,830

		RATE46		1,640,376		4,455,795		4,409,481		4,721,924		5,176,380		5,501,651		6,136,634		6,731,858		7,362,113		7,840,926		8,471,179		9,282,620		9,282,620		9,282,620		9,282,620		9,282,620		9,282,620		9,282,620		9,282,620		9,282,620		9,282,620		9,282,622		9,282,622		9,282,622

		Grand Total		209,285,351		212,642,496		212,732,715		213,392,712		214,452,923		215,069,021		216,218,992		218,638,727		220,422,584		222,246,409		224,194,580		226,591,534		227,429,806		228,277,407		228,876,688		230,285,544		230,848,318		231,361,809		231,822,111		232,349,068		232,766,308		233,020,894		233,524,492		233,832,251

		BC Hydro Accelerated Electrification



		Annual Demand by Rate Schedule (GJ)

		Rate Class		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042

		RATE1		77,329,188		75,999,332		74,267,315		72,554,334		70,910,463		69,305,343		68,015,249		65,467,324		62,741,513		60,080,399		57,495,458		54,821,457		51,945,182		49,121,454		46,131,234		43,139,419		40,259,210		37,797,518		35,814,597		33,958,694		32,219,143		30,539,393		28,905,324		27,330,336

		RATE2		28,276,686		26,883,077		25,401,042		23,816,636		22,177,848		20,484,941		18,743,943		16,925,319		15,026,943		13,143,616		11,230,036		9,260,045		7,632,037		6,318,395		4,974,657		4,359,686		4,283,952		4,474,345		4,612,333		4,696,524		4,726,884		4,705,717		4,632,244		4,509,733

		RATE3		22,654,720		21,636,651		20,587,104		19,458,936		18,214,093		16,915,776		15,590,287		14,201,547		12,746,000		11,290,134		9,812,057		8,289,583		7,125,519		6,280,705		5,424,967		5,037,491		4,989,599		5,128,673		5,226,284		5,289,747		5,315,479		5,303,394		5,254,934		5,171,270

		RATE4		153,036		147,604		142,283		136,669		130,992		125,331		119,685		113,489		106,972		100,279		93,218		85,891		84,670		82,837		81,109		80,993		81,762		83,341		84,875		86,381		87,839		89,264		90,668		92,030

		RATE5		5,725,320		5,483,860		5,313,561		5,086,102		4,865,419		4,636,180		4,398,701		4,149,172		3,902,243		3,670,177		3,417,686		3,160,689		2,972,368		2,837,167		2,696,465		2,639,973		2,633,252		2,658,859		2,681,997		2,698,053		2,709,670		2,712,727		2,710,656		2,702,542

		RATE6		48,303		46,641		45,014		43,398		41,784		40,173		38,573		36,986		35,417		33,867		32,335		30,807		30,025		28,500		26,984		26,323		26,431		26,628		26,773		26,865		26,908		26,906		26,861		26,778

		RATE7		2,962,569		2,898,437		2,835,224		2,754,577		2,686,580		2,617,339		2,560,742		2,478,975		2,405,808		2,339,039		2,276,647		2,207,850		2,240,024		2,250,134		2,259,708		2,284,629		2,314,362		2,337,376		2,360,992		2,388,960		2,419,537		2,449,429		2,481,603		2,514,676

		RATE22		43,331,994		42,040,965		40,700,587		39,209,007		37,705,503		36,310,147		34,973,688		34,616,130		34,177,536		33,698,518		33,134,911		32,523,564		32,308,449		32,099,973		31,893,332		31,717,708		31,609,610		31,273,501		30,948,470		30,738,601		30,575,930		30,405,673		30,214,051		29,957,008

		RATE23		7,276,338		6,917,828		6,581,626		6,234,368		5,864,174		5,487,834		5,127,015		4,738,537		4,359,806		3,981,059		3,595,340		3,198,373		2,918,804		2,690,808		2,461,699		2,378,299		2,379,186		2,421,280		2,452,370		2,483,073		2,504,556		2,517,523		2,523,921		2,519,619

		RATE25		13,985,419		13,601,092		13,164,166		12,742,070		12,426,894		12,012,509		11,665,857		11,204,016		10,737,393		10,287,818		9,822,146		9,350,189		9,057,239		8,808,705		8,563,334		8,456,277		8,463,872		8,568,870		8,671,162		8,760,363		8,840,389		8,915,318		8,988,352		9,051,991

		RATE27		5,901,402		5,768,109		5,644,503		5,465,195		5,354,395		5,216,572		5,096,626		4,947,324		4,799,892		4,645,466		4,508,926		4,343,970		4,310,761		4,279,015		4,249,465		4,268,578		4,305,373		4,362,133		4,408,267		4,463,530		4,521,975		4,574,857		4,629,838		4,684,961

		RATE46		1,640,376		4,455,795		4,409,481		4,721,924		5,176,380		5,501,651		6,136,634		6,731,858		7,362,113		7,840,926		8,471,179		9,282,620		9,282,620		9,282,620		9,282,620		9,282,620		9,282,620		9,282,620		9,282,620		9,282,620		9,282,620		9,282,622		9,282,622		9,282,622

		Grand Total		209,285,351		205,879,389		199,091,906		192,223,214		185,554,525		178,653,796		172,467,002		165,610,677		158,401,636		151,111,298		143,889,938		136,555,039		129,907,698		124,080,312		118,045,572		113,671,997		110,629,229		108,415,145		106,570,739		104,873,411		103,230,928		101,522,821		99,741,074		97,843,565

		FEI Diversified Energy (Planning)



		Annual Demand by Rate Schedule (GJ)

		Rate Class		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042

		RATE1		77,329,188		75,334,987		73,422,655		71,585,951		69,964,867		68,523,420		67,274,847		66,087,013		64,945,208		63,851,447		62,846,369		61,917,146		60,936,535		59,994,984		59,114,889		58,265,584		57,439,084		56,702,865		55,983,966		55,316,055		54,715,207		54,167,680		53,672,503		53,334,242

		RATE2		28,276,686		28,137,127		27,755,985		27,762,972		27,634,342		27,440,113		27,259,486		27,056,509		26,822,730		26,561,519		26,348,977		26,205,331		25,887,745		25,577,531		25,302,703		25,018,911		24,780,257		24,537,566		24,334,631		24,138,193		23,967,242		23,803,210		23,673,063		23,552,422

		RATE3		22,654,720		23,358,777		23,635,454		24,137,510		24,476,224		24,779,010		25,065,587		25,382,245		25,645,088		25,959,218		26,291,739		26,688,041		26,940,726		27,216,203		27,559,712		27,859,510		28,174,858		28,516,643		28,862,688		29,242,298		29,608,242		29,966,931		30,381,483		30,820,607

		RATE4		153,036		150,158		149,971		147,085		145,176		141,641		139,188		137,097		134,837		132,529		130,266		128,113		125,536		123,137		121,591		120,002		118,563		117,047		115,581		114,157		112,799		111,426		110,188		108,962

		RATE5		5,725,320		5,828,148		5,747,185		5,705,629		5,633,707		5,578,094		5,531,869		5,496,012		5,439,302		5,384,946		5,336,684		5,303,774		5,236,722		5,171,241		5,111,009		5,050,547		4,995,411		4,938,938		4,887,008		4,839,361		4,794,160		4,751,023		4,714,097		4,680,761

		RATE6		48,303		47,948		47,641		47,616		47,426		47,191		46,931		46,649		46,342		46,015		45,689		45,379		45,004		44,618		44,247		43,856		43,489		43,104		42,739		42,368		42,013		41,655		41,317		40,986

		RATE7		2,962,569		3,565,415		3,370,192		3,346,570		3,268,264		3,204,181		3,158,274		3,114,802		3,067,583		3,031,687		2,999,907		2,980,824		2,956,464		2,933,209		2,912,751		2,894,548		2,875,486		2,857,451		2,839,113		2,826,551		2,816,488		2,806,418		2,798,203		2,790,612

		RATE22		43,331,994		44,297,781		40,686,993		39,865,409		39,124,617		38,243,392		37,965,701		37,651,595		37,304,259		37,065,296		36,856,306		36,663,448		36,419,978		36,177,210		35,954,667		35,735,708		35,502,445		35,279,113		35,043,581		34,835,119		34,647,203		34,450,907		34,297,508		34,204,433

		RATE23		7,276,338		7,726,362		7,727,947		7,931,717		8,005,105		8,129,556		8,192,993		8,309,337		8,409,217		8,476,722		8,583,626		8,745,956		8,852,985		8,977,830		9,109,133		9,809,035		9,925,548		10,042,404		10,178,740		10,386,548		10,543,118		10,722,975		10,876,599		11,092,783

		RATE25		13,985,419		14,421,670		14,086,579		13,910,884		13,693,119		13,511,439		13,366,379		13,216,265		13,052,049		12,910,418		12,781,428		12,661,560		12,509,671		12,362,131		12,227,577		12,093,460		11,965,553		11,837,073		11,714,064		11,603,310		11,502,040		11,399,357		11,309,297		11,222,937

		RATE27		5,901,402		6,398,956		6,150,706		6,040,634		5,926,182		5,836,148		5,767,333		5,698,918		5,623,371		5,563,181		5,510,368		5,460,601		5,402,372		5,346,637		5,294,659		5,245,631		5,196,180		5,147,291		5,099,579		5,060,843		5,026,632		4,991,275		4,961,044		4,932,249

		RATE46		1,640,376		4,455,795		4,409,481		4,744,871		12,060,945		23,168,933		32,437,764		39,127,043		45,828,323		55,235,699		59,125,479		63,526,473		63,768,673		64,079,625		64,390,575		64,701,532		65,014,351		65,329,397		65,644,438		65,959,483		66,292,005		66,591,835		66,911,056		67,230,268

		Grand Total		209,285,351		213,723,125		207,190,787		205,226,848		209,979,975		218,603,118		226,206,351		231,323,486		236,318,310		244,218,677		246,856,839		250,326,646		249,082,408		248,004,354		247,143,514		246,838,323		246,031,226		245,348,893		244,746,129		244,364,285		244,067,149		243,804,692		243,746,361		244,011,262

		FEI Deep Electrification



		Annual Demand by Rate Schedule (GJ)

		Rate Class		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042

		RATE1		77,329,419		75,039,337		72,799,773		70,469,141		68,147,215		65,785,827		63,425,768		61,117,189		58,621,274		56,138,550		53,723,584		51,233,049		48,769,651		46,323,427		43,774,066		41,274,985		38,821,531		36,422,548		34,091,012		31,919,214		30,007,241		28,355,693		26,932,106		25,731,265

		RATE2		28,276,686		27,061,935		26,041,507		25,007,981		23,970,356		22,934,591		21,903,268		20,887,542		19,839,843		18,844,865		17,903,733		17,003,153		16,159,489		15,378,457		14,658,276		13,995,159		13,386,981		12,830,529		12,320,611		11,851,995		11,420,243		11,025,804		10,661,064		10,318,669

		RATE3		22,654,720		22,150,656		21,847,524		21,502,267		21,119,409		20,729,061		20,380,181		19,944,960		19,494,434		19,022,271		18,586,171		18,136,576		17,715,255		17,370,077		16,997,400		16,703,753		16,431,281		16,230,549		16,074,848		15,867,226		15,720,765		15,569,506		15,436,364		15,338,090

		RATE4		153,036		37,526		38,120		27,028		21,313		10,534		10,464		10,385		10,306		10,237		10,169		10,101		10,037		9,977		9,917		9,859		9,802		9,744		9,687		9,629		9,571		9,512		9,453		9,396

		RATE5		5,725,320		5,719,077		5,523,186		5,348,567		5,160,074		5,007,866		4,813,948		4,660,021		4,454,626		4,188,293		4,049,265		3,891,439		3,739,055		3,581,043		3,394,021		3,262,933		3,129,568		3,023,058		2,935,950		2,848,538		2,760,957		2,682,914		2,602,174		2,536,519

		RATE6		48,303		43,272		42,752		42,217		37,674		37,220		36,743		36,245		35,727		35,187		34,627		34,030		33,416		32,785		32,181		31,627		31,117		30,651		30,222		29,832		29,474		29,147		28,846		28,570

		RATE7		2,962,569		3,676,882		3,508,740		3,537,467		3,511,461		3,367,441		3,337,792		3,305,045		3,272,023		3,238,947		3,206,518		3,075,424		3,044,093		3,013,033		2,983,092		2,953,653		2,925,289		2,898,838		2,872,541		2,849,871		2,827,017		2,803,516		2,775,733		2,743,447

		RATE22		43,331,994		43,657,554		40,186,178		39,881,484		38,746,725		38,215,141		38,076,570		35,861,236		35,621,581		35,397,390		35,179,501		34,872,321		32,510,941		32,338,651		32,155,780		28,046,351		27,878,231		27,715,917		27,319,405		26,514,427		26,323,561		25,678,093		23,556,831		22,865,796

		RATE23		7,276,338		7,160,070		6,915,593		6,840,448		6,705,155		6,522,860		6,404,305		6,328,784		6,317,007		6,217,802		6,128,964		5,979,117		5,942,569		5,830,420		5,822,343		5,837,228		5,780,975		5,760,358		5,771,662		5,728,140		5,733,462		5,791,576		5,780,258		6,382,060

		RATE25		13,985,419		12,767,246		12,134,313		11,766,078		11,251,315		10,928,109		10,644,682		10,359,126		9,881,395		9,581,131		9,195,993		8,741,927		8,343,986		8,114,365		7,711,458		7,536,974		7,362,408		7,149,688		6,958,222		6,533,714		6,380,762		6,216,935		5,764,126		5,399,670

		RATE27		5,901,402		6,187,455		5,945,275		5,783,723		5,628,901		5,563,716		5,343,456		5,232,977		4,922,933		4,647,428		4,566,194		4,423,564		4,360,341		4,252,428		3,851,291		3,784,543		3,734,349		3,686,251		3,543,629		3,457,593		3,416,609		3,307,626		3,263,427		3,215,866

		RATE46		1,640,376		4,455,795		4,409,481		4,602,197		4,936,178		5,262,197		5,896,431		6,491,655		6,821,656		7,151,656		7,481,656		8,141,656		8,141,656		8,141,656		8,141,656		8,141,656		8,141,656		8,141,656		8,141,656		8,141,656		8,141,656		8,141,658		8,141,658		8,141,658

		Grand Total		209,285,582		207,956,808		199,392,441		194,808,598		189,235,776		184,364,561		180,273,607		174,235,166		169,292,806		164,473,757		160,066,375		155,542,356		148,770,489		144,386,319		139,531,480		131,578,722		127,633,187		123,899,788		120,069,444		115,751,835		112,771,318		109,611,980		104,952,039		102,711,006

		FEI Economic Stagnation



		Annual Demand by Rate Schedule (GJ)

		Rate Class		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042

		RATE1		77,329,375		77,016,543		77,119,823		77,135,964		77,400,716		77,479,763		77,550,493		77,676,069		77,775,877		77,882,300		78,090,751		78,312,331		78,515,930		78,683,636		78,785,037		78,822,005		78,732,299		78,518,832		78,200,921		77,831,033		77,493,730		77,173,308		76,875,580		76,605,266

		RATE2		28,276,686		28,016,862		28,031,190		28,024,031		28,335,073		28,632,582		28,929,492		29,210,321		29,466,718		29,725,583		29,983,876		30,234,790		30,480,287		30,730,652		30,982,287		31,238,024		31,497,713		31,760,197		32,017,263		32,262,035		32,499,054		32,734,072		32,980,799		33,225,833

		RATE3		22,654,720		22,782,291		23,235,205		23,639,513		24,249,021		24,864,785		25,550,312		26,164,796		26,844,913		27,526,671		28,270,937		29,001,559		29,743,323		30,563,408		31,347,656		32,180,749		33,035,559		33,942,220		34,872,474		35,726,520		36,640,011		37,509,892		38,399,308		39,342,940

		RATE4		153,036		38,020		39,214		28,341		22,283		11,144		11,187		11,215		11,241		11,276		11,310		11,342		11,372		11,402		11,434		11,468		11,486		11,503		11,520		11,541		11,554		11,511		11,469		11,427

		RATE5		5,725,320		5,805,653		5,740,537		5,683,388		5,644,537		5,640,409		5,597,736		5,589,108		5,494,153		5,366,571		5,359,609		5,328,106		5,293,715		5,241,292		5,139,666		5,088,511		5,024,946		4,976,235		4,964,799		4,931,242		4,901,202		4,858,546		4,821,451		4,793,775

		RATE6		48,303		43,739		43,702		43,666		39,275		39,337		39,395		39,445		39,485		39,517		39,544		39,565		39,579		39,591		39,601		39,600		39,601		39,599		39,592		39,587		39,575		39,563		39,549		39,532

		RATE7		2,962,569		3,606,753		3,447,908		3,462,860		3,422,977		3,278,995		3,255,030		3,230,699		3,202,550		3,181,954		3,162,109		3,045,581		3,026,869		3,013,028		2,999,135		2,990,051		2,978,588		2,967,945		2,955,725		2,945,233		2,933,343		2,916,906		2,900,205		2,880,085

		RATE22		43,331,994		42,774,327		39,584,525		39,273,024		38,149,763		37,640,339		37,596,423		35,533,439		35,368,344		35,266,314		35,170,505		34,893,960		32,617,424		32,525,812		32,434,715		28,518,078		28,434,469		28,353,045		28,031,032		27,308,038		27,220,559		26,666,574		24,720,030		24,326,935

		RATE23		7,276,338		7,274,468		7,189,586		7,258,275		7,307,442		7,310,548		7,386,552		7,522,244		7,712,177		7,845,093		7,977,648		8,049,185		8,229,857		8,354,663		8,599,337		8,858,125		9,038,520		9,273,142		9,519,947		9,688,077		9,920,804		10,216,321		10,410,965		11,199,859

		RATE25		13,985,419		12,639,323		12,201,811		12,000,114		11,690,690		11,552,795		11,467,674		11,362,744		11,066,252		10,900,197		10,683,345		10,390,189		10,068,737		9,961,767		9,655,698		9,592,867		9,499,892		9,339,721		9,188,284		8,820,640		8,691,816		8,547,064		8,072,654		7,614,853

		RATE27		5,901,402		6,077,308		5,889,034		5,755,969		5,638,562		5,613,152		5,440,264		5,367,818		5,061,573		4,829,634		4,789,852		4,691,935		4,668,976		4,598,580		4,162,434		4,134,884		4,119,062		4,104,486		3,986,193		3,918,276		3,903,057		3,812,833		3,793,298		3,773,696

		RATE46		1,640,376		4,455,795		4,409,481		1,272,197		1,276,178		1,272,197		1,576,432		1,841,656		1,841,656		1,841,656		1,841,656		1,841,656		1,841,655		1,841,655		1,841,656		1,841,656		1,841,655		1,841,656		1,841,656		1,841,655		1,841,655		1,841,656		1,841,655		1,841,656

		Grand Total		209,285,538		210,531,082		206,932,015		203,577,341		203,176,517		203,336,047		204,400,988		203,549,553		203,884,941		204,416,766		205,381,140		205,840,199		204,537,725		205,565,487		205,998,654		203,316,019		204,253,789		205,128,582		205,629,407		205,323,876		206,096,361		206,328,246		204,866,964		205,655,857





